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QUASI TERTIARY COMPOSITIONS AND A TODA
BRACKET IN HOMOTOPY GROUPS OF SU(3)
Hideaki O¯SHIMA and Katsumi O¯SHIMA
Abstract. We revise the theories of tertiary compositions studied by
Oˆguchi and Mimura. As a byproduct, we determine a Toda bracket
in homotopy groups of SU(3) which solves an ambiguity in a previous
paper of Maruyama and the first author.
1. Introduction
Since secondary compositions (Toda brackets) are powerful tools for com-
puting homotopy groups of spaces, one has expected that higher Toda brack-
ets are also useful if they exist. Hence several authors have tried to define
higher Toda brackets. First of all Toda suggested the existence of tertiary
compositions in [17] and then in [19] constructed elements µ3 ∈ π12(S
3) and
κ7 ∈ π21(S
7) by essentially tertiary compositions (see 5.9, 5.10, 6.1 below).
These works stimulated Oˆguchi [13] and Mimura [10] to research on ter-
tiary compositions. But in [13, 10] there are a few gaps and errors. On the
other hand, J. Cohen [3] defined k-fold Toda bracket for every k ≥ 3 (see
Appendix B). His 3-fold Toda bracket is bigger than the usual Toda bracket
in general (see B.4 and B.5) and it seems that his k-fold Toda brackets are
useful not in unstable homotopy but in stable homotopy. So we resume
studying unstable tertiary compositions by revising theories of Oˆguchi [13]
and Mimura [10].
The main parts of this paper are the sections 4, 5 and 6. Suppose that
the following data are given: two non-negative integers n1, n2, four maps
X0
a1←− En1X1, X1
a2←− En2X2, X2
a3←− X3
a4←− X4
and three null homotopies
A1 : a1 ◦ E
n1a2 ≃ ∗, A2 : a2 ◦ E
n2a3 ≃ ∗, A3 : a3 ◦ a4 ≃ ∗
such that (A1, A2, A3)n1,n2 is admissible (see the section 4 for definitions),
where En is the n-fold suspension. We define a number of subsets of
[En1+n2+2X4,X0]: quasi tertiary compositions
{A1, A2, A3}
(0)
n1,n2
⊂ {A1,A2, A3}
(1)
n1,n2
⊂ {A1, A2, A3}
(2)
n1,n2
⊂ {A1, A2, A3}
(3)
n1,n2
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in the section 4, and tertiary compositions
{α1, α2, α3, α4}
(0)
n1,n2
⊂ {α1,α2, α3, α4}
(1)
n1,n2
⊂ {α1, α2, α3, α4}
(2)
n1,n2
⊂ {α1, α2, α3, α4}
(3)
n1,n2
in the section 6, such that {A1, A2, A3}
(k)
n1,n2 ⊂ {α1, α2, α3, α4}
(k)
n1,n2 , where
αi is the homotopy class of ai. In case of n1 = n2 = 0, {α1, α2, α3, α4}
(3)
0,0 is
a revised version of Mimura’s tertiary composition [10], {α1, α2, α3, α4}
(2)
0,0
is a subset of Cohen’s 4-fold Toda bracket {a1, a2, a3, a4}
C (see B.6), and
{α1, α2, α3, α4}
(1)
0,0 is written as {α1, α2, α3, α4} by Oˆguchi [13].
In the section 5, we prove elementary properties of quasi tertiary compo-
sitions. In the section 6, we give revisions of results in [13, 10].
In the section 7, we give applications of quasi tertiary compositions to
homotopy groups of SU(3). One of them is the following proposition (see
the section 7 for notations).
Proposition 7.5. The Toda bracket {[2ι5]η5, 4ν5, η8} consists of a single
element [ν5η
2
8 ].
In the section 8, we prove Hamanaka-Kono’s results [4, Theorem 2.5,
Theorem 2.3] as a corollary to Proposition 7.5 so that we can solve an
ambiguity in [9, Theorem 7.1] (see 8.3).
We recall the definitions of extension and coextension [13, 19] in the
section 2 and Toda bracket [19] in the section 3. Many results in sections 2
and 3 are well-known or folklore. In Appendix A, we give a counterexample
to Proposition (6.5) of [13]. In Appendix B, we study some properties of
Cohen’s k-fold Toda brackets.
2. Extensions and coextensions
In this paper all spaces have the base point and all maps and homotopies
preserve the base point. We denote the base point of the space X by x0 or
∗. We denote by 1X : X → X and ∗ : X → Y the identity map of X and the
constant map to y0, respectively. In particular we denote by ∗ℓ : S
ℓ+1 → Sℓ
and ∗mℓ : S
ℓ+m → Sℓ the trivial maps. We denote the homotopy classes
of 1X , 1Sn , ∗, ∗ℓ, ∗
m
ℓ by ιX , ιn, 0, 0ℓ, 0
m
ℓ , respectively. Frequently we do not
distinguish in notation between a map and its homotopy class.
For spaces X and Y , we denote by [X,Y ] the set of homotopy classes of
maps from X into Y . Let X ∨ Y = X × {∗} ∪ {∗} × Y ⊂ X × Y be the one
point union of X and Y . We denote the quotient space (X × Y )/(X ∨ Y )
by X ∧ Y , and x ∧ y ∈ X ∧ Y is the point represented by (x, y) ∈ X × Y .
Maps f : X → X ′ and g : Y → Y ′ induce maps f × g : X × Y → X ′ × Y ′,
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f ∨ g : X ∨ Y → X ′ ∨ Y ′ and f ∧ g : X ∧ Y → X ′ ∧ Y ′ by (f × g)(x, y) =
(f(x), g(y)), f ∨ g = f × g|X∨Y and (f ∧ g)(x ∧ y) = f(x) ∧ g(y).
Let I be the unit interval [0, 1] whose base point is 1. We use identifica-
tions I/{0, 1} = S1 and Sm ∧ Sn = Sm+n as in [19, pp.5-6]. Saying rough,
S1 ∧ · · · ∧ S1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
= Sn and so Sm ∧ Sn = Sm+n = Sn ∧ Sm by (x1 ∧ · · · ∧ xm) ∧
(xm+1∧· · ·∧xm+n) = x1∧· · ·∧xm+n = (x1∧· · ·∧xn)∧ (xn+1∧· · ·∧xm+n),
where xi ∈ S
1. For a space X, its cone CX, suspensions EX and EnX (n ≥
0) are defined as follows: CX = X ∧ I, EX = (X ∧ I)/(X ∧ {0, 1}) and
EnX = X ∧ Sn. We identify EX with E1X by the canonical homeomor-
phism. We write x ∧ t ∈ CX and x ∧ t ∈ EX which are represented by
(x, t) ∈ X × I. We regard X as a subspace of CX by the identification
x = x ∧ 0. For a map f : X → Y , let Enf = f ∧ 1Sn : E
nX → EnY
and Cf = f ∧ 1I : CX → CY . Also let Cf = Y ∪f CX denote the map-
ping cone of f , that is, it is obtained from the disjoint union of Y and CX
by identifying x ∧ 0 ∈ CX with f(x) ∈ Y . The image of x ∧ t ∈ CX in
Y ∪f CX is also denoted by x∧ t for simplicity. We regard Y as a subspace
of Y ∪f CX by the canonical embedding if : Y → Y ∪f CX. We denote by
qf : Y ∪f CX → EX the quotient map.
In case of that Z is a locally compact Hausdorff space or X and Y have
closed base points, we identify: (X ∨ Y ) ∧ Z = (X ∧ Z) ∨ (Y ∧ Z) and
Z ∧ (X ∨ Y ) = (Z ∧ X) ∨ (Z ∧ Y ) by the canonical homeomorphisms.
Hence C(X ∨ Y ) = CX ∨ CY and En(X ∨ Y ) = EnX ∨ EnY . We define
θS1 : S
1 → S1 ∨ S1 and θEX : EX → EX ∨ EX by
θS1(t) =
{
(2t, ∗) 0 ≤ t ≤ 12
(∗, 2t − 1) 12 ≤ t ≤ 1
, θEX = 1X ∧ θS1 .
These two maps are comultiplications. Since S2 has the unique comultiplica-
tion up to homotopy, and since θS1 ∧ 1S1 and 1S1 ∧ θS1 are comultiplications
on S1 ∧ S1 = S2, we have θS1 ∧ 1S1 ≃ 1S1 ∧ θS1 . Therefore
(2.1) EθEX ≃ θE2X .
Let ∇X : X∨X → X be the folding map. For two maps a1, a2 : EX → Y ,
we define a1 + a2 = ∇Y ◦ (a1 ∨ a2) ◦ θEX : EX → Y . This induces a group
operation + in [EX,Y ].
For two maps bi : Yi → Z (i = 1, 2), we abbreviate ∇Z ◦(b1∨b2) to b1 ∨ b2.
We easily have
Lemma 2.1. Given four maps ai : EX → Yi and bi : Yi → Z (i = 1, 2), we
have (b1 ∨ b2) ◦ (a1 ∨ a2) ◦ θEX = b1 ◦ a1 + b2 ◦ a2 : EX → Z.
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If H : X × I → Y is a homotopy from f to g, that is, if H(x, 0) = f(x),
H(x, 1) = g(x) and H(∗, t) = ∗, then we write f ≃
H
g : X → Y or simply
H : f ≃ g, and define −H : X × I → Y by (−H)(x, t) = H(x, 1 − t). In
particular if moreover g = ∗, then H induces a map CX → Y, x ∧ t 7→
H(x, t), which is denoted by the same letter H for simplicity.
Toda [19] introduced the notions of extension and coextension. We use
notations of [13] for them. Given maps ai : Xi → Xi−1 (i = 1, 2) and
H : a1 ◦ a2 ≃ ∗, we define
[a1,H, a2] : X1 ∪a2 CX2 → X0, an extension of a1 with respect to a2,
[a1,H, a2](x1) = a1(x1), [a1,H, a2](x2 ∧ t) = H(x2 ∧ t);
(a1,H, a2) : EX2 → X0 ∪a1 CX1, a coextension of a2 with respect to a1,
(a1,H, a2)(x2 ∧ t) =
{
a2(x2) ∧ (1− 2t) 0 ≤ t ≤
1
2
H(x2 ∧ (2t− 1))
1
2 ≤ t ≤ 1
.
Notice that our coextension is different in sign to one given in [12, 13]. We
have
(2.2) [a1,H, a2] ◦ ia2 = a1, qa1 ◦ (a1,H, a2) ≃ −Ea2.
Let Exta2(a1) and Coexta1(a2) be respectively the sets of homotopy classes
of [a1,H, a2] and (a1,H, a2), where we take all possible H. Since Exta2(a1)
and Coexta1(a2) depend on the homotopy classes of a1 and a2 respectively,
we denote them by Exta2(α1) and Coexta1(α2) respectively, where αi is the
homotopy class of ai. Elements of Exta2(α1) and Coexta1(α2) are frequently
written as α1 and α˜2, respectively.
The following two lemmas are obtained easily.
Lemma 2.2. Let four maps X0
a1←− X1
a2←− X2
a3←− X3
a4←− X4 be given.
(1) If H : a1 ◦ a2 ≃ ∗, then
[a1,H ◦ Ca3, a2 ◦ a3] = [a1,H, a2] ◦ (1X1 ∪Ca3),
(a1,H ◦ Ca3, a2 ◦ a3) = (a1,H, a2) ◦ Ea3.
(2) If H : a2 ◦ a3 ≃ ∗, then
[a1 ◦ a2, a1 ◦H, a3] = a1 ◦ [a2,H, a3],
(a1 ◦ a2, a1 ◦H, a3) = (a1 ∪ 1CX2) ◦ (a2,H, a3).
(3) If H : a1 ◦ a2 ◦ a3 ≃ ∗, then
[a1 ◦ a2,H, a3] = [a1,H, a2 ◦ a3] ◦ (a2 ∪ 1CX3),
(a1,H, a2 ◦ a3) = (1X0 ∪ Ca2) ◦ (a1 ◦ a2,H, a3).
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(4) If H : a1 ◦ a2 ≃ ∗ and K : a2 ◦ a3 ◦ a4 ≃ ∗, then
[a1,H ◦ Ca3, a2 ◦ a3] ◦ (a2 ◦ a3,K, a4) = [a1,H, a2] ◦ (a2,K, a3 ◦ a4).
(5) If H : a1 ◦ a2 ◦ a3 ≃ ∗ and K : a3 ◦ a4 ≃ ∗, then
[a1 ◦ a2,H, a3] ◦ (a3,K, a4) = [a1,H, a2 ◦ a3] ◦ (a2 ◦ a3, a2 ◦K,a4).
Lemma 2.3 (Lemma 2.10 of [10]). Suppose the following data are given:
ai ∈ αi ∈ [Xi,Xi−1] (i = 1, 2), α1 ◦ α2 = 0, β ∈ [X0, V ], γ ∈ [U,X2].
Then
β ◦ Exta2(α1) ⊂ Exta2(β ◦ α1) ⊂ [X1 ∪a2 CX2, V ],
Coexta1(α2) ◦ Eγ ⊂ Coexta1(α2 ◦ γ) ⊂ [EU,X0 ∪a1 CX1].
We denote by τ(X,Y ) : X ∧ Y → Y ∧ X the switching map, that is,
τ(X,Y )(x ∧ y) = y ∧ x. Given a map f : X → Y , the “canonical” homeo-
morphism [19, (1.16)]
ψn(Y,f,X) : E
nY ∪Enf CE
nX −→
≈
En(Y ∪f CX)
is defined by ψn(Y,f,X)(y ∧ sn) = y ∧ sn and ψ
n
(Y,f,X)(x ∧ sn ∧ t) = x ∧ t ∧ sn,
where y ∈ Y, sn ∈ S
n, x ∈ X, t ∈ I. Sometimes we abbreviate ψn(Y,f,X) to
ψnf . If 0 ≤ m ≤ n, then
(2.3) Em
(
ψn−mf
)
◦ ψmEn−mf = ψ
n
f i.e. ψ
m
En−mf = E
m
(
ψn−mf
)−1
◦ ψnf .
We have
ψn(X,1X ,X) = 1X ∧ τ(S
n, I) : CEnX → EnCX,
ψn({∗},∗,X) = 1X ∧ τ(S
n,S
1) : EEnX → EnEX.
Since the degree of τ(Sn,S1) : Sn+1 → Sn+1 is (−1)n, we have ψn({∗},∗,X) ≃
(−1)n1En+1X . Given a map H : X × I → Y with H({∗} × I) = ∗ (i.e. a
homotopy), we define
E˜nH : EnX × I → EnY, (x ∧ sn, t) 7→ H(x, t) ∧ sn.
As is easily shown, E˜mE˜nH = E˜m+nH. If H : CX → Y , then we have
E˜nH = EnH ◦ (1X ∧ τ(S
n, I)) : CEnX → EnY.
The following lemma is obvious from definitions.
Lemma 2.4. We have En[a1,H, a2] = [E
na1, E˜
nH,Ena2] ◦ (ψ
n
a2
)−1 and
En(a1,H, a2) = ψ
n
a1
◦ (Ena1, E˜
nH,Ena2) ◦ (1X2 ∧ τ(S
1,S
n)).
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For a map f : X → Y , the co-operation [5]
θ = θf : Y ∪f CX → (Y ∪f CX) ∨ EX
is defined by
θ(y) = (y, ∗), θ(x ∧ t) =
{(
x ∧ (2t), ∗
)
0 ≤ t ≤ 12(
∗, x ∧ 2t− 1
)
1
2 ≤ t ≤ 1
.
When Y = {∗}, we have θ = θEX . For maps g : Y ∪f CX → Z and
h : EX → Z, we define g ∔ h = (g ∨h) ◦ θf which is the composite of
Y ∪f CX
θf
−−−−→ (Y ∪f CX) ∨ EX
g∨h
−−−−→ Z ∨ Z
∇
−−−−→ Z.
This defines an action ∔ : [Y ∪f CX,Z] × [EX,Z] → [Y ∪f CX,Z]. We
easily have
Lemma 2.5. Given maps f : X → Y , g : Y ∪f CX → Z and h : EX → Z,
we have
En(g ∔ h) ◦ ψnf = (E
ng ◦ ψnf )∔ (E
nh ◦ ψn({∗},∗,X))
≃ (Eng ◦ ψnf )∔
(
(−1)nEnh
)
rel EnY : EnY ∪Enf CE
nX → EnZ.
In particular, if moreover f = 1X , then
E˜n(g ∔ h) ≃ E˜ng ∔ (−1)nEnh rel EnX : CEnX → EnZ.
Proposition 2.6 (Chapter 15 of [5]). If α, β ∈ [Y ∪f CX,Z] and λ, µ ∈
[EX,Z], then
(1) α∔ (λ+ µ) = (α∔ λ)∔ µ,
(2) if a ∈ α, then a∔ ∗ ≃ a rel Y ,
(3) q∗f (λ)∔ µ = q
∗
f (λ+ µ),
(4) if
∗(α) = if
∗(β) if and only if β = α∔ λ for some λ.
We easily have
Lemma 2.7. If Y
f
← X
g
←W are maps and A : f ◦ g ≃ ∗, then
j ◦ θf ◦ (f,A, g) ≃ j ◦
(
− (f,A, g) ∨ Eg
)
◦ θEW ◦ (−1EW )
: EW → (Y ∪f CX)×EX,
where j : (Y ∪f CX) ∨ EX → (Y ∪f CX) × EX is the inclusion map. If
moreover j∗ : [EW, (Y ∪f CX)∨EX]→ [EW, (Y ∪f CX)×EX] is injective,
then
θf ◦(f,A, g) ≃
(
− (f,A, g)∨Eg
)
◦θEW ◦(−1EW ) : EW → (Y ∪f CX)∨EX.
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For maps A,B : CX → Y with A|X = B|X , we define
d(A,B) : EX → Y, x ∧ t 7→
{
A(x ∧ (1− 2t)) 0 ≤ t ≤ 12
B(x ∧ (2t− 1)) 12 ≤ t ≤ 1
and denote its homotopy class by δ(A,B) ∈ [EX,Y ]. It is a generalization
of “separation element” in [6], while our d(A,B) is written as d(B,A) in
[13, 18].
Lemma 2.8. (1) Let A,B,D : CX → Y satisfy A|X = B|X = D|X .
(a) d(A,B) = −d(B,A).
(b) δ(A,B) + δ(B,D) = δ(A,D).
(c) δ(A,A) = 0.
(d) d(A,A ∔ h) ≃ h for every map h : EX → Y .
(e) A∔ d(A,B) ≃ B rel X.
(f) δ(A,B) = 0 if and only if A ≃ B rel X.
(g) For a fixed A, [EX,Y ] is the set of δ(A,B) with A|X = B|X .
(h) For maps f : W → X and g : Y → Z, we have
d(A,B) ◦ Ef = d(A ◦ Cf,B ◦ Cf), g ◦ d(A,B) = d(g ◦A, g ◦B).
(i) We have End(A,B) = d(E˜nA, E˜nB) ◦ (1X ∧ τ(S
1,Sn)) which is
homotopic to (−1)nd(E˜nA, E˜nB).
(2) If Z
a
← Y
b
← X and h : EX → Z are maps and H : a ◦ b ≃ ∗, then
[a,H ∔ h, b] = [a,H, b]∔ h : Y ∪b CX → Z,(2.4)
(a,H ∔ h, b) ≃ (a,H, b) + ia ◦ h : EX → Z ∪a CY.(2.5)
If moreover H ′ : a ◦ b ≃ ∗ and H ≃ H ′ rel X, then
(2.6) [a,H, b] ≃ [a,H ′, b] rel Y, (a,H, b) ≃ (a,H ′, b).
Proof. (1) is easy, and (2) is proved by giving homotopies explicitly. 
If f ≃
F
g : X → Y , then we define ϕF : Y ∪f CX → Y ∪g CX by
ϕF (y) = y, ϕF (x ∧ t) =
{
F (x, 2t) 0 ≤ t ≤ 12
x ∧ (2t− 1) 12 ≤ t ≤ 1
.
For every n ≥ 0, we have
(2.7) ψng ◦ ϕE˜nF = E
nϕF ◦ ψ
n
f .
We denote by 1f : X×I → Y the constant homotopy of f , that is, 1f (x, t) =
f(x). Then
(2.8) ϕ1f ≃ 1Y ∪fCX rel Y.
The following lemma can be proved by giving homotopies explicitly.
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Lemma 2.9. Under the above notations, ϕF is a homotopy equivalence
whose homotopy inverse is ϕ−F : Y ∪g CX → Y ∪f CX, and the following
diagram is homotopy commutative:
Y ∪f CX
qf %%❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑
ϕF // Y ∪g CX
qgyysss
ss
ss
ss
EX
Given homotopies F,A : X × I → Y and G : Y × I → Z such that
F (x, 1) = A(x, 0) for all x ∈ X, we define A • F : X × I → Y and G ◦¯F :
X × I → Z by
(A • F )(x, t) =
{
F (x, 2t) 0 ≤ t ≤ 12
A(x, 2t − 1) 12 ≤ t ≤ 1
, (G ◦¯F )(x, t) = G(F (x, t), t).
Note that • and ◦¯ are called in [8, pp.272-273] vertical composition and
horizontal composition, respectively.
The following lemma can be proved by giving homotopies explicitly.
Lemma 2.10 ([13]). If a1 ≃
H
a′1 : E
nX1 → X0, a2 ≃
K
a′2 : X2 → X1 and
A : a1 ◦E
na2 ≃ ∗, then
[a1, A,E
na2] ≃ [a
′
1, A
′, Ena′2] ◦ ϕE˜nK , ϕH ◦ (a1, A,E
na2) ≃ (a
′
1, A
′, Ena′2),
where A′ = A •
(
(−H) ◦¯ E˜n(−K)
)
: CEnX2 → X0.
Proposition 2.11. Suppose the following data are given: a1 ≃
H
a′1 : E
nX1 →
X0, a2 ≃
K
a′2 : X2 → X1, a3 ≃
L
a′3 : X3 → X2, A1 : a1 ◦ E
na2 ≃ ∗,
A2 : a2 ◦ a3 ≃ ∗. Then
d(A1 ◦ CE
na3, a1 ◦ E˜
nA2) = [a1, A1, E
na2] ◦ (E
na2, E˜
nA2, E
na3)
≃ [a′1, A
′
1, E
na′2] ◦ (E
na′2, E˜
nA′2, E
na′3) = d(A
′
1 ◦ CE
na′3, a
′
1 ◦ E˜
nA′2),
where
A′1 = A1 •
(
(−H) ◦¯ E˜n(−K)
)
: a′1 ◦ E
na′2 ≃ ∗,
A′2 = A2 •
(
(−K) ◦¯ (−L)
)
: a′2 ◦ a
′
3 ≃ ∗.
Proof. By definitions, two equalities are obvious. By Lemma 2.10, we have
[a1, A1, E
na2] ≃ [a
′
1, A
′
1, E
na′2] ◦ ϕE˜nK ,
ϕ
E˜nK
◦ (Ena2, E˜
nA2, E
na3) ≃ (E
na′2, E˜
nA′2, E
na′3).
Hence we obtain the result. 
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Proposition 2.12. Suppose that the following data are given: ak : Xk →
Xk−1 (k = 1, 2, 3), Aℓ : aℓ ◦ aℓ+1 ≃ ∗ (ℓ = 1, 2), h : X1 ∪a2 CX2 → Z,
f : EX2 → Z and g : EX3 → X1. Then
(h∔ f) ◦ (a2, A2, a3) ≃ f ◦ (−Ea3) + h ◦ (a2, A2, a3),(2.9)
h ◦ (a2, A2 ∔ g, a3) ≃ h ◦ (a2, A2, a3) + h ◦ ia2 ◦ g.(2.10)
If moreover Z = X0, then
[a1, A1 ∔ f, a2] ◦ (a2, A2 ∔ g, a3)
≃ f ◦ (−Ea3) + [a1, A1, a2] ◦ (a2, A2, a3) + a1 ◦ g.
(2.11)
Proof. We have (2.10) from (2.5). In order to prove (2.9), consider the
decomposition: I × I = K1 ∪ · · · ∪K5, where (s, t) ∈ I × I and
K1 = {(s, t) | t ≥ 2s}, K2 = {(s, t) | 4s − 1 ≤ t ≤ 2s},
K3 = {(s, t) | 4s − 2 ≤ t ≤ 4s− 1},
K4 = {(s, t) | 2s − 1 ≤ t ≤ 4s− 2}, K5 = {(s, t) | t ≤ 2s− 1}.
We define φ : I × I → I and Φ : X3 × I × I → Z by
φ(s, t) =

2s (s, t) ∈ K1
4s− t (s, t) ∈ K2
−4s+ t+ 2 (s, t) ∈ K3
4s− t− 2 (s, t) ∈ K4
2s− 1 (s, t) ∈ K5
,
Φ(x3, s, t) =

(−f)
(
a3(x3) ∧ φ(s, t)
)
(s, t) ∈ K1 ∪K2
h
(
a3(x3) ∧ φ(s, t)
)
(s, t) ∈ K3
h
(
A2(x3 ∧ φ(s, t))
)
(s, t) ∈ K4 ∪K5
.
Let Φ˜ : EX3 × I → Z be defined by Φ˜(x3 ∧ s, t) = Φ(x3, s, t). Then Φ˜ is a
desired homotopy of (2.9). We have (2.11) by (2.4), (2.9) and (2.10). This
completes the proof. 
From Lemma 2.5, (2.6) and (2.11), we have
Corollary 2.13. Suppose the following data are given:
X0
a1←− EnX1, X1
a2←− X2
a3←− X3, A1 : a1 ◦ E
na2 ≃ ∗, A2 : a2 ◦ a3 ≃ ∗,
f : En+1X2 → X0, g : EX3 → X1.
Then
[a1, A1 ∔ f,E
na2] ◦ (E
na2, E˜
n(A2 ∔ g), E
na3)
≃ f ◦ (−En+1a3) + [a1, A1, E
na2] ◦ (E
na2, E˜
nA2, E
na3) + a1 ◦ (−1)
nEng.
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3. Toda brackets
If G is an abelian group and α is a coset of a subgroup H of G, then H
is called the indeterminacy of α and we write Indetα = H.
We use notations of Toda [19] for elements of homotopy groups of spheres.
Let Zm{α} denote the cyclic group of order m whose generator is α, and
let Znm denote the direct sum of n copies of Zm. For example, πn(Sn) =
Z{ιn} (n ≥ 1), π3(S2) = Z{η2}, πn+1(Sn) = Z2{ηn} (n ≥ 3), πn+2(Sn) =
Z2{η2n} (n ≥ 2), where η2n = ηnηn+1, πn+3(Sn) = Z8{νn} ⊕ Z3 (n ≥ 5), and
π9(S
5) = Z2{ν5η8}.
Suppose that a non-negative integer n and the following null triple [13]
are given
α1 ∈ [E
nX1,X0], αk ∈ [Xk,Xk−1] (k = 2, 3),
α1 ◦E
nα2 = 0, α2 ◦ α3 = 0.
(3.1)
We abbreviate it to (α1, α2, α3)n. A representative of (3.1) is a 6-tuple
(a1, a2, a3;A1, A2)n such that ak ∈ αk (k = 1, 2, 3), A1 : a1 ◦ E
na2 ≃ ∗ and
A2 : a2 ◦ a3 ≃ ∗. Sometimes we write (a1, a2, a3)n instead of (α1, α2, α3)n.
Denote by {a1, a2, a3}n the set of homotopy classes of
[a1, A1, E
na2] ◦ (E
na2, E˜
nA2, E
na3)
for all A1, A2 such that (a1, a2, a3;A1, A2)n is a representative of (3.1). Then
{a1, a2, a3}n depends only on αk (k = 1, 2, 3) by Proposition 2.11. Therefore
we denote {a1, a2, a3}n by {α1, α2, α3}n which is called the Toda bracket or
the secondary composition [16, 19]. This is different only in sign to one
given in [18, 12]. By Corollary 2.13, the Toda bracket {α1, α2, α3}n is a
double coset of the subgroups [En+1X2,X0] ◦E
n+1α3 and α1 ◦E
n[EX3,X1]
of the group [En+1X3,X0], that is, an element of
[En+1X2,X0] ◦ E
n+1α3\[E
n+1X3,X0]/α1 ◦E
n[EX3,X1].
If [En+1X3,X0] is abelian, then
Indet{α1, α2, α3}n = [E
n+1X2,X0] ◦ E
n+1α3 + α1 ◦ E
n[EX3,X1].
As is easily seen, we have {α1, α2, α3}n ⊂ {α1, E
n−mα2, E
n−mα3}m for
0 ≤ m ≤ n, and −E{α1, α2, α3}n ⊂ {Eα1, α2, α3}n+1. As in [19], we
abbreviate {α1, α2, α3}0 to {α1, α2, α3}.
Cohen [3] defines k-fold Toda brackets for every k ≥ 3 (see B.3). If
(a1, a2, a3)0 is a null triple, then his 3-fold Toda bracket {a1, a2, a3}
C con-
tains the Toda bracket {a1, a2, a3} (see B.4) and they are generally not the
same (see B.5).
Remark 3.1. The original notation [19] for {α1, α2, α3}n is
{α1, E
nα2, E
nα3}n.
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The original one may cause a misunderstanding that it depends on Enαi
(i = 2, 3). For example, {ι3, η2 ◦ ν
′, ν6}1 = ε3 6= 0 = {ι3, 0
4
2, ν6}1, while
E(η2 ◦ ν
′) = E042.
Lemma 3.2. Let EW
q
← X ∪f CW
if
← X
f
←W be a cofibre sequence. Then
{q, if , f} ∋ 1EW .
Proof. Let A = ∗ : CX → EW and B : CW → X ∪f CW the canonical
map. Then
[q,A, if ] ◦ (if , B, f) : EW → EW, w ∧ t 7→
{
w ∧ 0 = ∗ 0 ≤ t ≤ 12
w ∧ 2t− 1 12 ≤ t ≤ 1
.
Hence [q,A, if ] ◦ (if , B, f) ≃ 1EW . 
Lemma 3.3. Suppose {α1, α2, α3}n ∋ 0.
(1) If α1 ◦ E
n[EX3,X1] ⊃ [E
n+1X2,X0] ◦ E
n+1α3, then for any A1 :
a1 ◦ E
na2 ≃ ∗ there exists A2 : a2 ◦ a3 ≃ ∗ such that [a1, A1, E
na2] ◦
(Ena2, E˜
nA2, E
na3) ≃ ∗.
(2) If α1 ◦ E
n[EX3,X1] ⊂ [E
n+1X2,X0] ◦ E
n+1α3, then for any A2 :
a2 ◦ a3 ≃ ∗ there exists A1 : a1 ◦ E
na2 ≃ ∗ such that [a1, A1, E
na2] ◦
(Ena2, E˜
nA2, E
na3) ≃ ∗.
Proof. Since {α1, α2, α3}n ∋ 0, there exist A
′
1 : a1 ◦ E
na2 ≃ ∗ and A
′
2 :
a2 ◦ a3 ≃ ∗ such that [a1, A
′
1, E
na2] ◦ (E
na2, E˜
nA′2, E
na3) ≃ ∗. Let A1 :
a1 ◦ E
na2 ≃ ∗ and A2 : a2 ◦ a3 ≃ ∗. By Lemma 2.8 and Corollary 2.13, we
have
[a1,A1, E
na2] ◦ (E
na2, E˜
nA2, E
na3)
≃ [a1, A
′
1 ∔ d(A
′
1, A1), E
na2] ◦ (E
na2, E˜
nA′2 ∔ d(E˜
nA′2, E˜
nA2), E
na3)
≃ d(A′1, A1) ◦ (−E
n+1a3) + a1 ◦ (−1)
nEnd(A′2, A2).
Then the assertions follow from Lemma 2.8(1)(g). 
For (3.1), we define
G′1 = E
−n ◦ (α1∗)
−1 ◦
(
En+1α3
)∗
[En+1X2,X0] ⊂ [EX3,X1],
G′2 =
(
En+1α∗3
)−1
◦ α1∗ ◦ E
n[EX3,X1] ⊂ [E
n+1X2,X0].
Lemma 3.4. Suppose that (3.1) has a representative (a1, a2, a3;A1, A2)n
such that [a1, A1, E
na2] ◦ (E
na2, E˜
nA2, E
na3) ≃ ∗.
(1) If A′2 : a2 ◦ a3 ≃ ∗, then there exists A
′
1 : a1 ◦ E
na2 ≃ ∗ such that
[a1, A
′
1, E
na2] ◦ (E
na2, E˜
nA′2, E
na3) ≃ ∗ if and only if δ(A2, A
′
2) ∈ G
′
1.
(2) If A′1 : a1 ◦ E
na2 ≃ ∗, then there exists A
′
2 : a2 ◦ a3 ≃ ∗ such that
[a1, A
′
1, E
na2] ◦ (E
na2, E˜
nA′2, E
na3) ≃ ∗ if and only if δ(A1, A
′
1) ∈ G
′
2.
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Proof. (1) Let λ : En+1X2 → X0. By Lemma 2.8 and Corollary 2.13, we
easily see
[a1, A1 ∔ λ,E
na2] ◦ (E
na2, E˜
nA′2, E
na3)
≃ λ ◦ (−En+1a3) + a1 ◦ (−1)
nEnd(A2, A
′
2).
Hence [a1, A1∔λ,E
na2]◦(E
na2, E˜
nA′2, E
na3) ≃ ∗ if and only if λ◦E
n+1a3 ≃
a1 ◦(−1)
nEnd(A2, A
′
2). Therefore following three statements are equivalent:
(i) there exists A′1 with [a1, A
′
1, E
na2] ◦ (E
na2, E˜
nA′2, E
na3) ≃ ∗; (ii) α1 ◦
(−1)nEnδ(A2, A
′
2) ∈ [E
n+1X2,X0] ◦E
n+1α3; (iii) δ(A2, A
′
2) ∈ G
′
1.
Similarly we can prove (2). We omit details. 
Lemma 3.5. If maps Y0
b1← EnY1, Y1
b2← Y2
b3← EY3 and Y1
b′2←− Y ′2
b′3←− EY3
satisfy b1 ◦ E
nb2 ≃ ∗, b1 ◦ E
nb′2 ≃ ∗, b2 ◦ b3 ≃ ∗ and b
′
2 ◦ b
′
3 ≃ ∗, then
{b1, b2 ∨ b
′
2, (b3 ∨ b
′
3) ◦ θEY3}n = {b1, b2, b3}n + {b1, b
′
2, b
′
3}n.
Proof. We have {b1, b2 ∨ b
′
2, (b3∨b
′
3)◦θEY3}n ⊃ {b1, b2 ∨ b
′
2, b3∨b
′
3}n◦θEn+2Y3
by [19, Proposition 1.2(i)] and (2.1). Every null homotopy of b1◦E
n(b2 ∨ b
′
2)
has a form
A1 ∨A
′
1 : CE
nY2 ∨CE
nY ′2 = CE
n(Y2 ∨ Y
′
2)→ Y0,
where A1 : b1 ◦ E
nb2 ≃ ∗ and A
′
1 : b1 ◦ E
nb′2 ≃ ∗, and every null homotopy
of (b2 ∨ b
′
2) ◦ (b3 ∨ b
′
3) = (b2 ◦ b3)∨ (b
′
2 ◦ b
′
3) has a form
A2 ∨A
′
2 : CEY3 ∨ CEY3 = C(EY3 ∨ EY3)→ Y1,
where A2 : b2 ◦ b3 ≃ ∗ and A
′
2 : b
′
2 ◦ b
′
3 ≃ ∗. By routine calculations, we have
[b1, A1 ∨A
′
1, E
n(b2 ∨ b
′
2)] ◦
(
En(b2 ∨ b
′
2), E˜
n(A2 ∨A
′
2), E
n(b3 ∨ b
′
3)
)
◦ θEn+2Y3
= [b1, A1, E
nb2] ◦ (E
nb2, E˜
nA2, E
nb3)
+ [b1, A
′
1, E
nb′2] ◦ (E
nb′2, E˜
nA′2, E
nb′3).
Hence {b1, b2 ∨ b
′
2, b3 ∨ b
′
3}n ◦ θEn+2Y3 ⊂ {b1, b2, b3}n + {b1, b
′
2, b
′
3}n. We have
Indet{b1, b2 ∨ b
′
2, (b3 ∨ b
′
3) ◦ θEY3}n
= [En+1(Y2 ∨ Y
′
2), Y0] ◦ E
n+1
(
(b3 ∨ b
′
3) ◦ θEY3
)
+ b1 ◦E
n[E2Y3, Y1]
= [En+1(Y2 ∨ Y
′
2), Y0] ◦ E
n+1(b3 ∨ b
′
3) ◦ θEn+2Y3 + b1 ◦E
n[E2Y3, Y1]
(by (2.1))
= [En+1Y2, Y0] ◦ E
n+1b3 + [E
n+1Y ′2 , Y0] ◦ E
n+1b′3 + b1 ◦ E
n[E2Y3, Y1]
= Indet{b1, b2, b3}n + Indet{b1, b
′
2, b
′
3}n.
Hence the equality in the assertion is obtained. 
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Lemma 3.6 (Proposition (5.11) of [13]). If Z
a
← Y
b
← X are maps and
H : a ◦ b ≃ ∗, then the following square is homotopy commutative:
Z
[a,H,b]
←−−−− Y ∪b CX
ia
y yqb
Z ∪a CY ←−−−−
(a,H,b)
EX
Proof. We define ξ : I×I → I and G˜ : (Y ∪bCX)×I → Z∪aCY as follows:
ξ(s, t) =

s s ≥ t
2s − t 2s ≥ t ≥ s
−2s+ t 2s ≤ t
,
G˜(y, t) = y ∧ t, G˜(x ∧ s, t) =
{
b(x) ∧ ξ(s, t) 2s ≤ t
H(x ∧ ξ(s, t)) 2s ≥ t
,
(3.2)
where y ∈ Y and x ∈ X. Then G˜ : ia ◦ [a,H, b] ≃ (a,H, b) ◦ qb. 
We call the above G˜ the typical homotopy for (a, b;H).
Remark 3.7. Even if H,H ′ : a◦b ≃ ∗, the following square is not necessarily
homotopy commutative.
Z
ia

Y ∪b CX
[a,H,b]
oo
qb

Z ∪a CY EX
(a,H′,b)
oo
For example, if Z = Y = S6,X = S7, a = 2ι6, b = ∗, H = η
2
6 ◦ π : CX → Z,
where π : CX → EX is the quotient map, and H ′ = ∗ : CX → Z, then
[a,H, b] = 2ι6 ∨ η
2
6 and (a,H
′, b) = ∗ so that ia ◦ [a,H, b] ≃ ∗∨ i2ι6∗η
2
6 6≃ ∗
and (a,H ′, b) ◦ qb = ∗.
Proposition 3.8. If (a1, a2, a3;A1, A2)n is a representative of (3.1), then
a1 ◦E
n[a2, A2, a3]
≃ [a1, A1, E
na2] ◦ (E
na2, E˜
nA2, E
na3) ◦ (1X3 ∧ τ(S
1,S
n)) ◦ Enqa3 .
Proof. We have
a1 ◦E
n[a2, A2, a3] = [a1, A1, E
na2] ◦ iEna2 ◦ E
n[a2, A2, a3]
= [a1, A1, E
na2] ◦
(
ψna2
)−1
◦Enia2 ◦ E
n[a2, A2, a3]
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≃ [a1, A1, E
na2] ◦
(
ψna2
)−1
◦En(a2, A2, a3) ◦E
nqa3 (by 3.6)
= [a1, A1, E
na2] ◦ (E
na2, E˜
nA2, E
na3) ◦ (1X3 ∧ τ(S
1,Sn)) ◦Enqa3 (by 2.4).

4. Quasi tertiary compositions
A null quadruple [13] is a set of two non-negative integers n1, n2 and four
homotopy classes αk ∈ [E
nkXk,Xk−1] (k = 1, 2), αℓ ∈ [Xℓ,Xℓ−1] (ℓ = 3, 4)
such that αk ◦E
nkαk+1 = 0 (k = 1, 2) and α3 ◦ α4 = 0. This is abbreviated
to (α1, α2, α3, α4)n1,n2 and expressed as
X0
α1←− En1X1, X1
α2←− En2X2, X2
α3←− X3
α4←− X4,
α1 ◦ E
n1α2 = 0, α2 ◦ E
n2α3 = 0, α3 ◦ α4 = 0.
(4.1)
A representative of (4.1) is a 9-tuple (a1, a2, a3, a4;A1, A2, A3)n1,n2 or shortly
5-tuple (A1, A2, A3)n1,n2 such that
ak ∈ αk (k = 1, 2, 3, 4), Ak : ak ◦ E
nkak+1 ≃ ∗ (k = 1, 2), A3 : a3 ◦ a4 ≃ ∗,
and it is called admissible if
[a1, A1, E
n1a2] ◦ (E
n1a2, E˜
n1A2, E
n1En2a3) ≃ ∗,
[a2, A2, E
n2a3] ◦ (E
n2a3, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a4) ≃ ∗.
A null quadruple is called admissible if it has an admissible representative.
If (4.1) has an admissible representative (A1, A2, A3)n1,n2 and 0 ≤ mi ≤
ni (i = 1, 2), then (A1, E˜
n1−m1A2, E˜
n1+n2−m1−m2A3)m1,m2 is an admissible
representative of the null quadruple
(α1, E
n1−m1α2, E
n1+n2−m1−m2α3, E
n1+n2−m1−m2α4)m1,m2
by Lemma 2.4.
When n2 = 0 or n1 = n2 = 0, we usually omit the subscript n2 or
n1, n2 from the above notations respectively. For example, we abbreviate
(a1, a2, a3, a4;A1, A2, A3)0,0 to (a1, a2, a3, a4;A1, A2, A3) or (A1, A2, A3).
It is obvious that if (4.1) is admissible then {α1, α2, E
n2α3}n1 ∋ 0 and
{α2, α3, α4}n2 ∋ 0. A sufficient condition that (4.1) is admissible was essen-
tially given by Oˆguchi [13, Proposition (6.3)] as follows.
Proposition 4.1. If
{α1, α2, E
n2α3}n1 ∋ 0, {α2, α3, α4}n2 ∋ 0, G1 +G2 = [E
n2+1X3,X1],
then (4.1) is admissible, where G1 and G2 are defined by
G1 = (E
n1)−1
(
(α1∗)
−1
(
(En1+n2+1α3)
∗[En1+n2+1X2,X0]
))
,
G2 = (E
n2+1α4
∗
)−1
(
α2∗(E
n2 [EX4,X2])
)
.
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Proof. Let ai ∈ αi (1 ≤ i ≤ 4). By assumptions and Proposition 2.11, there
exist null homotopies A1 : a1 ◦ E
n1a2 ≃ ∗, A2, A
′
2 : a2 ◦ E
n2a3 ≃ ∗, A
′
3 :
a3 ◦ a4 ≃ ∗ such that [a1, A1, E
n1a2] ◦ (E
n1a2, E˜
n1A2, E
n1En2a3) ≃ ∗ and
[a2, A
′
2, E
n2a3]◦(E
n2a3, E˜
n2A′3, E
n2a4) ≃ ∗. By the assumption on G1+G2,
we can write δ(A2, A
′
2) = γ1 + γ2 with γi ∈ Gi (i = 1, 2). Let c1 ∈ γ1. Then
δ(A′2, A2∔c1) = δ(A
′
2, A2)+δ(A2, A2∔c1) = −γ2 ∈ G2 by Lemma 2.8. Since
G2 is G
′
2 for (α2, α3, α4)n2 , it follows from Lemma 3.4(2) that there exists
A3 : a3 ◦ a4 ≃ ∗ such that [a2, A2 ∔ c1, E
n2a3] ◦ (E
n2a3, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a4) ≃
∗. By the definition of G1, there exists β ∈ [E
n1+n2+1X2,X0] such that
β ◦ En1+n2+1α3 = α1 ◦ E
n1(−1)n1γ1. Let b ∈ β. Then, by Corollary 2.13,
we have
[a1, A1 ∔ b,E
n1a2] ◦ (E
n1a2, E˜
n1(A2 ∔ c1), E
n1En2a3)
≃ b ◦ (−En1+n2+1a3) + [a1, A1, E
n1a2] ◦ (E
n1a2, E˜
n1A2, E
n1+n2a3)
+ a1 ◦ E
n1(−1)n1c1 ≃ ∗.
Hence (a1, a2, a3, a4;A1∔ b,A2∔ c1, A3)n1,n2 is an admissible representative
of (4.1). 
Remark 4.2. There is an admissible null quadruple such that G1 + G2 $
[En2+1X3,X1]. For example, the following null quadruple is admissible and
G1 +G2 = {0} ⊂ πn2+4(S
n2+3) = Z2{ηn2+3}.
S
n1+n2+2
ηn1+n2+2←− En1 S
n2+3,
Sn2+3
00n2+3←− En2 S3, S3
003←− S3
η3
←− S4 .
In fact, (∗2n1+n2+2 ◦pn1+n2+3, ∗
1
n2+3 ◦pn2+3, ∗
2
3 ◦p4)n1,n2 is admissible, where
pm : C S
m → E Sm = Sm+1 is the quotient map, and G1 = G2 = {0},
{ηn1+n2+2, 0
0
n2+3, E
n2003}n1 = Z2{η2n1+n2+2}, {0
0
n2+3, 0
0
3, η3}n2 = Z2{η2n2+3}.
Lemma 4.3. [En2+1X3,X1] is G1 or G2 according as {α1, α2, E
n2α3}n1 =
{0} or {α2, α3, α4}n2 = {0}.
Proof. This is obvious from definitions. 
Mimura [10] considered the following conditions on (4.1).
(i) {α1, α2, E
n2α3}n1 = {0} and {α2, α3, α4}n2 ∋ 0.
(ii) {α1, α2, E
n2α3}n1 ∋ 0 and {α2, α3, α4}n2 = {0}.
Proposition 4.4. If (i) or (ii) holds, then the hypotheses of Proposition 4.1
are satisfied so that (4.1) is admissible.
Proof. This follows from definitions (or Proposition 4.1 and Lemma 4.3). 
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Example 4.5. A null quadruple (2ι3, η
2
3 , 2ι5, η5) is admissible, G1 + G2 =
[En2+1X3,X1](= π6(S
3) ∼= Z12) and satisfies neither (i) nor (ii).
Proof. We have {2ι3, η
2
3 , 2ι5} = 2π6(S
3) ∼= Z6 and {η23 , 2ι5, η5} = π7(S
3) ∼=
Z2 by [19], and G1 = [En2+1X3,X1]. 
Proposition 4.6. Let ak ∈ αk (1 ≤ k ≤ 4).
(1) If (i) holds, then there exist A2 : a2 ◦ E
n2a3 ≃ ∗ and A3 : a3 ◦ a4 ≃ ∗
such that (A1, A2, A3)n1,n2 is admissible for every A1 : a1 ◦ E
n1a2 ≃ ∗.
(2) If (ii) holds, then there exist A1 : a1◦E
n1a2 ≃ ∗ and A2 : a2◦E
n2a3 ≃ ∗
such that (A1, A2, A3)n1,n2 is admissible for every A3 : a3 ◦ a4 ≃ ∗.
Proof. These are obvious from definitions. 
Corollary 4.7. Let ak ∈ αk (1 ≤ k ≤ 4).
(1) If (i) holds and α2◦E
n2 [EX4,X2] ⊃ [E
n2+1X3,X1]◦E
n2+1α4, then for
any A1 : a1 ◦E
n1a2 ≃ ∗ and A2 : a2 ◦E
n2a3 ≃ ∗ there exists A3 : a3 ◦ a4 ≃ ∗
such that (A1, A2, A3)n1,n2 is an admissible representative of (4.1).
(2) If (ii) holds and α1◦E
n1 [EX3,X1] ⊂ [E
n1+1X2,X0]◦E
n1+1α3, then for
any A2 : a2 ◦E
n2a3 ≃ ∗ and A3 : a3 ◦ a4 ≃ ∗ there exists A1 : a1 ◦E
n1a2 ≃ ∗
such that (A1, A2, A3)n1,n2 is an admissible representative of (4.1).
Proof. These follow immediately from Lemma 3.3 and Proposition 4.6. 
Proposition 4.8. If (a1, a2, a3, a4;A1, A2, A3)n1,n2 is an admissible repre-
sentative of (4.1), then the following diagrams are homotopy commutative.
X0
a1←−−−− En1X1∥∥∥ yEn1 ia2
X0
a1
′
←−−−− En1(X1 ∪a2 CE
n2X2)
X1 ←−−−−
a2
En2X2 ∪En2a3 CE
n2X3 ←−−−−
E˜n2a4
EEn2X4yia2 yqEn2a3 ∥∥∥
X1 ∪a2 CE
n2X2
E˜n2a3←−−−− EEn2X3
−EEn2a4←−−−−−− EEn2X4
In the above diagrams we have used the following abbreviations:
a1
′ = [a1, A1, E
n1a2] ◦ (ψ
n1
a2
)−1, a2 = [a2, A2, E
n2a3],
E˜n2a3 = (a2, A2, E
n2a3), E˜n2a4 = (E
n2a3, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a4).
(4.2)
Proof. By definitions, the first square is commutative and the third square is
homotopy commutative. Let G˜ be the typical homotopy for (a2, E
n2a3;A2).
Then G˜ : (En2X2 ∪En2a3 CE
n2X3) × I → X1 ∪a2 CE
n2X2 is a homotopy
from ia2 ◦ a2 to E˜
n2a3 ◦ qEn2a3 . 
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Theorem 4.9. If (a1, a2, a3, a4;A1, A2, A3)n1,n2 is an admissible represen-
tative of (4.1), then
{a1, [a2, A2, E
n2a3], (E
n2a3, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a4)}n1
⊂ {[a1, A1, E
n1a2] ◦ (ψ
n1
a2
)−1, ia2 ◦ [a2, A2, E
n2a3], (E
n2a3, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a4)}n1
= {[a1, A1, E
n1a2] ◦ (ψ
n1
a2
)−1, (a2, A2, E
n2a3) ◦ qEn2a3 ,
(En2a3, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a4)}n1
⊃ {[a1, A1, E
n1a2] ◦ (ψ
n1
a2
)−1, (a2, A2, E
n2a3),−E
n2+1a4}n1 ,
where the first bracket and the last bracket have a common element.
The relations ⊂, =, ⊃ in the above theorem follow from [19, Proposi-
tion 1.2] and the homotopy commutative diagrams of Proposition 4.8. To
prove the underlined part which is the main part of the theorem, we need
preparations. Indeed the proof will be completed before Definition 4.12.
While we can take another way, we shall go on Oˆguchi’s way.
For a homotopy commutative square and a homotopy
X0
f
←−−−− X1
h0
y yh1
Y0 ←−−−−
g
Y1
h0 ◦ f ≃
H
g ◦ h1
we define h0 ∪H h1 : X0 ∪f CX1 → Y0 ∪g CY1 to be the composite of the
following maps:
X0 ∪f CX1
h0∪1−−−−→ Y0 ∪h0◦f CX1
ϕH
−−−−→
≃
Y0 ∪g◦h1 CX1
1∪Ch1−−−−→ Y0 ∪g CY1.
A null couple (β1, β2) consists of β1 ∈ [Y1, Y0] and β2 ∈ [Y2, Y1] such
that β1 ◦ β2 = 0. A representative of (β1, β2) is a triple (b1, b2;B), where
bk ∈ βk (k = 1, 2) and B : b1 ◦ b2 ≃ ∗. A quasi-map (h0, h1, h2;D1,D2) :
(b1, b2;B)→ (b
′
1, b
′
2;B
′) between representatives of null couples consists of a
homotopy commutative diagram and four homotopies:
Y0
b1←−−−− Y1
b2←−−−− Y2
h0
y h1y yh2
Y ′0 ←−−−−
b′1
Y ′1 ←−−−−
b′2
Y ′2
D1 : h0 ◦ b1 ≃ b
′
1 ◦ h1, D2 : h1 ◦ b2 ≃ b
′
2 ◦ h2,
B : b1 ◦ b2 ≃ ∗, B
′ : b′1 ◦ b
′
2 ≃ ∗.
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For a quasi-map (h0, h1, h2;D1,D2) : (b1, b2;B)→ (b
′
1, b
′
2;B
′), we define two
null homotopies B′ ◦ Ch2(D1,D2), h0 ◦B
(D1,D2)
: CY2 → Y
′
0 by
B′ ◦ Ch2(D1,D2)(y2 ∧ t) =

D1(b2(y2), 3t) 0 ≤ t ≤
1
3
b′1
(
D2(y2, 3t− 1)
)
1
3 ≤ t ≤
2
3
B′(h2(y2), 3t − 2)
2
3 ≤ t ≤ 1
,
h0 ◦B
(D1,D2)
(y2 ∧ t) =

b′1
(
(−D2)(y2, 3t)
)
0 ≤ t ≤ 13
(−D1)(b2(y2), 3t− 1)
1
3 ≤ t ≤
2
3
h0(B(y2, 3t− 2))
2
3 ≤ t ≤ 1
.(4.3)
Then B′ ◦ Ch2(D1,D2) : h0 ◦ b1 ◦ b2 ≃ ∗ and h0 ◦B
(D1,D2)
: b′1 ◦ b
′
2 ◦ h2 ≃ ∗.
Lemma 4.10. Under the above conditions, we have the following properties.
(1) d(h0 ◦B,B
′ ◦ Ch2(D1,D2)) ≃ d(h0 ◦B
(D1,D2)
, B′ ◦ Ch2) : EY2 → Y
′
0 .
(2) h0 ◦ B ≃ B
′ ◦ Ch2(D1,D2) rel Y2 if and only if h0 ◦B
(D1,D2)
≃ B′ ◦
Ch2 rel Y2.
(3) If h0 ◦ B ≃ B
′ ◦ Ch2(D1,D2) rel Y2, then the following two squares
are homotopy commutative.
Y0
[b1,B,b2]
←−−−−− Y1 ∪b2 CY2
h0
y h1∪D2h2y
Y ′0 ←−−−−−−
[b′1,B
′,b′2]
Y ′1 ∪b′2 CY
′
2
Y0 ∪b1 CY1
(b1,B,b2)
←−−−−− EY2yh0∪D1h1 yEh2
Y ′0 ∪b′1 CY
′
1 ←−−−−−−
(b′1,B
′,b′2)
EY ′2
.
Proof. We have (1) by giving a homotopy so that (2) follows from (1)(f) of
Lemma 2.8.
(3) We prove h0 ◦ [b1, B, b2] ≃ [b
′
1, B
′, b′2] ◦ (h1 ∪D2 h2) as follows. By
assumptions, we have
h0 ◦ [b1, B, b2] = [h0 ◦ b1, h0 ◦B, b2] ≃ [h0 ◦ b1, B
′ ◦ Ch2(D1,D2), b2].
Hence it suffices to show [h0◦b1, B
′ ◦ Ch2(D1,D2), b2] ≃ [b
′
1, B
′, b′2]◦(h1∪D2h2).
Decompose I × I = K1 ∪ · · · ∪K5 as follows: let (s, t) ∈ I × I and
K1 = {(s, t) | t ≤ −3s+ 1}, K2 = {(s, t) | t ≥ −3s+ 1 and t ≥ 6s− 2},
K3 = {(s, t) | t ≤ 6s − 2 and t ≤ −6s+ 4},
K4 = {(s, t) | t ≥ −6s+ 4 and t ≥ 3s − 2}, K5 = {(s, t) | t ≤ 3s − 2}.
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Define u : I × I → I, Ψ′ : Y1 × I → Y
′
0 and Ψ
′′ : CY2 × I → Y
′
0 by
u(s, t) =

3s+ t (s, t) ∈ K1
−2s− 23t+
5
3 (s, t) ∈ K2
−3s− 12t+ 2 (s, t) ∈ K3
2s+ 13t−
4
3 (s, t) ∈ K4
3s− 2 (s, t) ∈ K5
, Ψ′(y1, t) = D1(y1, t),
Ψ′′(y2 ∧ s, t) =

D1(b2(y2), u(s, t)) (s, t) ∈ K1
b′1 ◦ (−D2)(y2, u(s, t)) (s, t) ∈ K2 ∪K3
B′(h2(y2), u(s, t)) (s, t) ∈ K4 ∪K5
.
Then Ψ′,Ψ′′ define Ψ : [h0 ◦b1, B
′ ◦ Ch2(D1,D2), b2] ≃ [b
′
1, B
′, b′2]◦(h1∪D2 h2).
Next we prove (h0 ∪D1 h1) ◦ (b1, B, b2) ≃ (b
′
1, B
′, b′2) ◦Eh2. We define two
null homotopies
(h0 ◦B)
′ = (h0 ◦B) •
(
(−D1) ◦¯ (−1b2)
)
: b′1 ◦ h1 ◦ b2 ≃ ∗,
(h0 ◦B)
′′ = (h0 ◦B)
′ •
(
(−1b′1) ◦¯ (−D2)
)
: b′1 ◦ b
′
2 ◦ h2 ≃ ∗,
that is, they are maps from CY2 to Y
′
0 and
(h0 ◦B)
′(y2 ∧ t) =
{
D1(b2(y2), 1− 2t) 0 ≤ t ≤
1
2
h0 ◦B(y2, 2t− 1)
1
2 ≤ t ≤ 1
,
(h0 ◦B)
′′(y2 ∧ t) =

b′1 ◦D2(y2, 1 − 2t) 0 ≤ t ≤
1
2
D1(b2(y2), 3− 4t)
1
2 ≤ t ≤
3
4
h0 ◦B(y2, 4t− 3)
3
4 ≤ t ≤ 1
.(4.4)
Consider the following diagram.
EY2
(b1,B,b2)

= // EY2
(h0◦b1,h0◦B,b2)

= // EY2
(b′1h1,(h0◦B)
′,b2)

= // EY2
(b′1,(h0◦B)
′,h1◦b2)

Y0 ∪b1 CY1 h0∪1
// Y ′0 ∪h0◦b1 CY1 ϕD1
// Y ′0 ∪b′1◦h1 CY1 1∪Ch1
// Y ′0 ∪b′1 CY
′
1
The second square is homotopy commutative by Lemma 2.10 and other two
squares are commutative by Lemma 2.2. Hence (h0 ∪D1 h1) ◦ (b1, B, b2) ≃
(b′1, (h0 ◦B)
′, h1 ◦ b2), where the latter is homotopic to (b
′
1, (h0 ◦B)
′′, b′2 ◦h2)
by (2.8) and Lemma 2.10. On the other hand, by assumptions, we have
(b′1, B
′, b′2) ◦Eh2 = (b
′
1, B
′ ◦ Ch2, b
′
2 ◦ h2) ≃
(
b′1, h0 ◦B
(D1,D2)
, b′2 ◦ h2
)
.
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Thus, by (2.6), it suffices to prove (h0 ◦ B)
′′ ≃ h0 ◦B
(D1,D2)
rel Y2. We do
it as follows. We divide I × I = K1 ∪ · · · ∪K6: let (s, t) ∈ I × I and
K1 = {(s, t) | t ≥ 3s}, K2 = {(s, t) | t ≤ 3s and t ≤ −6s+ 3},
K3 = {(s, t) | t ≥ −6s+ 3 and t ≥ 6s− 3},
K4 = {(s, t) | t ≤ 6s− 3 and t ≤ −12s + 9},
K5 = {(s, t) | t ≥ −12s + 9 and t ≥ 4s− 3}, K6 = {(s, t) | t ≤ 4s− 3}.
We define u : K1 ∪K2 → I, v : K3 ∪ · · · ∪K6 → I and Φ : CY2× I → Y
′
0 by
u(s, t) =
{
−3s+ 1 (s, t) ∈ K1
−2s− t3 + 1 (s, t) ∈ K2
,
v(s, t) =

−3s− t2 +
5
2 (s, t) ∈ K3
−4s− t3 + 3 (s, t) ∈ K4
3s+ t4 −
9
4 (s, t) ∈ K5
4s− 3 (s, t) ∈ K6
,
Φ(y2 ∧ s, t) =

b′1 ◦D2(y2, u(s, t)) (s, t) ∈ K1 ∪K2
D1(b2(y2), v(s, t)) (s, t) ∈ K3 ∪K4
h0 ◦B(y2, v(s, t)) (s, t) ∈ K5 ∪K6
.
Then Φ : (h0 ◦B)
′′ ≃ h0 ◦B
(D1,D2)
rel Y2 by (4.3) and (4.4). 
A quasi-map
(h0, h1, h2, h3;D1,D2,D3) : (b1, b2, b3;B1, B2)n → (b
′
1, b
′
2, b
′
3;B
′
1, B
′
2)n
between representatives of null triples is defined similarly:
Y0
b1←−−−− EnY1
h0
y Enh1y
Y ′0 ←−−−−
b′1
EnY ′1
Y1
b2←−−−− Y2
b3←−−−− Y3yh1 h2y yh3
Y ′1 ←−−−−
b′2
Y ′2 ←−−−−
b′3
Y ′3
D1 : h0 ◦ b1 ≃ b
′
1 ◦E
nh1, D2 : h1 ◦ b2 ≃ b
′
2 ◦ h2, D3 : h2 ◦ b3 ≃ b
′
3 ◦ h3,
B1 : b1 ◦ E
nb2 ≃ ∗, B2 : b2 ◦ b3 ≃ ∗,
B′1 : b
′
1 ◦ E
nb′2 ≃ ∗, B
′
2 : b
′
2 ◦ b
′
3 ≃ ∗.
The quasi-map is called a map if both of the following relations hold
h0 ◦B1 ≃ B
′
1 ◦ CE
nh2(D1,E˜nD2)
rel EnY2 : CE
nY2 → Y
′
0 ,
h1 ◦B2 ≃ B
′
2 ◦ Ch3(D2,D3)
rel Y3 : CY3 → Y
′
1 .(4.5)
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Proposition 4.11 (Lemma (5.5) of [13]). Under the above notations, if
(h0, h1, h2, h3;D1,D2,D3) : (b1, b2, b3;B1, B2)n → (b
′
1, b
′
2, b
′
3;B
′
1, B
′
2)n
is a map between representatives of null triples, then the following diagram
is homotopy commutative
Y0
[b1,B1,Enb2]
←−−−−−−−− EnY1 ∪Enb2 CE
nY2
(Enb2,E˜nB2,Enb3)
←−−−−−−−−−−−− EEnY3
h0
y yEnh1∪E˜nD2Enh2 yEEnh3
Y ′0 ←−−−−−−−−
[b′1,B
′
1,E
nb′2]
EnY ′1 ∪Enb′2 CE
nY ′2 ←−−−−−−−−−−−−
(Enb′2,E˜
nB′2,E
nb′3)
EEnY ′3
and hence
h0 ◦ [b1, B1, E
nb2] ◦ (E
nb2, E˜
nB2, E
nb3)
≃ [b′1, B
′
1, E
nb′2] ◦ (E
nb′2, E˜
nB′2, E
nb′3) ◦ EE
nh3.
Proof. By (4.5), we can easily show
Enh1 ◦ E˜
nB2 ≃ E˜
nB′2 ◦ CE
nh3(E˜nD2,E˜nD3)
rel EnY3.
Then we have the assertion from Lemma 4.10. 
Proof of Theorem 4.9. We use the abbreviations (4.2) of Proposition 4.8.
We shall prove the underlined part of Theorem 4.9 which says that
{a1, a2, E˜n2a4}n1 and {a1
′, E˜n2a3,−E
n2+1a4}n1 have a common element.
We take following five homotopies arbitrarily
(4.6)

B1 : a1
′ ◦ En1E˜n2a3 ≃ ∗, B2 : a2 ◦ E˜n2a4 ≃ ∗,
D1 : a1 ≃ a1
′ ◦ En1ia2 = a1, D2 : ia2 ◦ a2 ≃ E˜
n2a3 ◦ qEn2a3 ,
D3 : qEn2a3 ◦ E˜
n2a4 ≃ −EE
n2a4.
Consider the following two diagrams from Proposition 4.8.
X0
D1=

En1X1
E˜n1D2
a1oo
En1 ia2

En1(En2X2 ∪En2a3 CE
n2X3)
En1a2oo
En1qEn2a3

X0 E
n1(X1 ∪a2 CE
n2X2)
a1
′
oo En1EEn2X3
En1 E˜n2a3oo
X1
D2ia2

En2X2 ∪En2a3 CE
n2X3
D3
a2oo
qEn2a3

EEn2X4
E˜n2a4oo
=

X1 ∪a2 CE
n2X2 EE
n2X3
E˜n2a3oo EEn2X4
−EEn2a4oo
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Then, from these diagrams, we have
B1 ◦ CE
n1qEn2a3 (D1,E˜n1D2)
: a1 ◦ E
n1a2 ≃ ∗,
ia2 ◦B2
(D2,D3) : E˜n2a3 ◦ (−EE
n2a4) ≃ ∗.
It follows that {a1, a2, E˜n2a4}n1 contains the homotopy class of
(4.7)
[
a1, B1 ◦ CE
n1qEn2a3 (D1,E˜n1D2)
, En1a2
]
◦
(
En1a2, E˜
n1B2, E
n1E˜n2a4
)
and that {a1
′, E˜n2a3,−E
n2+1a4}n1 contains the homotopy class of[
a1
′, B1, E
n1E˜n2a3
]
◦
(
En1E˜n2a3, E˜
n1ia2 ◦B2
(D2,D3), En1(−EEn2a4)
)
.
(4.8)
Since ia2 ◦B2
(D2,D3) = ia2 ◦B2
(D2,D3), it follows from Lemma 4.10(2) that
ia2 ◦B2 ≃ ia2 ◦B2
(D2,D3)
(D2,D3)
rel EEn2X4
so that the quasi-map
(1X0 , ia2 ,qEn2a3 , 1EEn2X4 ;D1,D2,D3) :(
a1, a2, E˜n2a4;B1 ◦ CE
n1qEn2a3 (D1,E˜n1D2)
, B2
)
n1
−→
(
a1
′, E˜n2a3,−EE
n2a4;B1, ia2 ◦B2
(D2,D3))
n1
is a map between representatives of null triples. Hence (4.7) is homotopic
to (4.8) by Proposition 4.11. Therefore we obtain the underlined part of
Theorem 4.9. 
Notice that the homotopy classes of (4.7) and (4.8) do not depend on D1
and D3 so that we take usually 1a1 as D1.
Definition 4.12. If (a1, a2, a3, a4;A1, A2, A3)n1,n2 is an admissible repre-
sentative of (4.1) and D2 : ia2 ◦ [a2, A2, E
n2a3] ≃ (a2, A2, E
n2a3) ◦ qEn2a3 ,
then we define
{a1, a2, a3, a4;A1, A2, A3;D2}
(1)
n1,n2
to be the set of homotopy classes of (4.7) hence of (4.8) for all possible
B1, B2,D1,D3 in (4.6), and define
{a1, a2, a3, a4;A1, A2, A3}
(0)
n1,n2
= {a1, a2, a3, a4;A1, A2, A3; G˜}
(1)
n1,n2
,
where G˜ is the typical homotopy for (a2, E
n2a3;A2), and define
{a1, a2, a3, a4;A1, A2, A3}
(1)
n1,n2
=
⋃
D2
{a1, a2, a3, a4;A1, A2, A3;D2}
(1)
n1,n2
,
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{a1, a2, a3, a4;A1, A2, A3}
(2)
n1,n2
=
{
a1, [a2, A2, E
n2a3], (E
n2a3, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a4)
}
n1
∩
{
[a1, A1, E
n1a2] ◦
(
ψn1a2
)−1
, (a2, A2, E
n2a3),−E
n2+1a4
}
n1
,
{a1, a2, a3, a4;A1, A2, A3}
(3)
n1,n2
=
{
[a1, A1, E
n1a2] ◦ (ψ
n1
a2
)−1, ia2 ◦ [a2, A2, E
n2a3], (E
n2a3,
E˜n2A3, E
n2a4)
}
n1
.
We call these five subsets of [En1+n2+2X4,X0] quasi tertiary compositions
and abbreviate them to
{A1, A2, A3;D2}
(1)
n1,n2
, {A1, A2, A3}
(k)
n1,n2
(k = 0, 1, 2, 3).
We have Indet{A1, A2, A3}
(3)
n1,n2 = Φ1 +Φ2, where
Φ1 = [E
n1+1(En2X2 ∪En2a3 CE
n2X3),X0] ◦ E
n1+1(En2a3, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a4),
Φ2 = [a1, A1, E
n1a2] ◦
(
ψn1a2
)−1
◦ En1 [En2+2X4,X1 ∪a2 CE
n2X2],
Φ1 ⊃ [E
n1+n2+2X3,X0] ◦ E
n1+n2+2a4
Φ2 ⊃ a1 ◦ E
n1 [En2+2X4,X1]
(by (2.2)).
We have
Indet
{
a1, [a2, A2, E
n2a3], (E
n2a3, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a4)
}
n1
= Φ1 + a1 ◦E
n1 [En2+2X4,X1],
Indet
{
[a1, A1, E
n1a2] ◦
(
ψn1a2
)−1
, (a2, A2, E
n2a3),−E
n2+1a4
}
n1
= [En1+n2+2X3,X0] ◦E
n1+n2+2a4 +Φ2.
The intersection of the last two indeterminacies is Indet{A1, A2, A3}
(2)
n1,n2 .
As will be seen in Proposition 5.6,
Indet{A1, A2, A3;D2}
(1)
n1,n2
= [En1+n2+2X3,X0] ◦ E
n1+n2+2a4 + a1 ◦ E
n1 [En2+2X4,X1],
but we do not know if {A1, A2, A3}
(1)
n1,n2 has an indeterminacy (cf. Corol-
lary 5.7(1)).
When n2 = 0 or n1 = n2 = 0, we usually omit the subscript n2 or
n1, n2 from notations. For example, we abbreviate {A1, A2, A3;D2}
(1)
n1,0
to
{A1, A2, A3;D2}
(1)
n1 .
Oˆguchi [13, p.48] denoted {A1, A2, A3;D2}
(1)
0,0 by γ(A1, A2, A3) to which
we prefer γ(A1, A2, A3;D2). He asserted that if (A1, A2, A3) and (A1, A2, A
′
3)
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are admissible, then γ(A1, A2, A3;D2) = γ(A1, A2, A
′
3;D2). But, as will be
seen in (5.7) and (5.8) below, it is not true. As a consequence, Proposi-
tion (6.5) of [13] does not hold (see Example A.1 in Appendix A). Also
there are gaps in proofs of several assertions in [13, pp.49-52].
5. Properties of quasi tertiary compositions
Proposition 5.1. If (a1, a2, a3, a4;A1, A2, A3)n1,n2 is an admissible repre-
sentative of (4.1) and D2 : ia2 ◦ [a2, A2, E
n2a3] ≃ (a2, A2, E
n2a3) ◦ qEn2a3 ,
then
{A1, A2,A3;D2}
(1)
n1,n2
⊂ {A1, A2, A3}
(1)
n1,n2
⊂ {A1, A2, A3}
(2)
n1,n2
⊂ {A1, A2, A3}
(3)
n1,n2
⊂ [En1+n2+2X4,X0],
where containments are proper in general.
Proof. Containments are obvious from definitions, and the last assertion will
be obtained from Example 5.2 below. 
Example 5.2. Consider the next null quadruple:
S3
093←−−−− S12
0012←−−−− S12
0012←−−−− S12
0712←−−−− S19 .
Then (∗93, ∗
0
12, ∗
0
12, ∗
7
12;A1, A2, A3) is an admissible representative of it for
every respective null homotopies Ai. We can write Ai = Âi ◦ π, where
Â1 : S
13 → S3, Â2 : S
13 → S12, Â3 : S
20 → S12 are maps and π : C Sm →
E Sm = Sm+1 is the quotient map for m = 12, 19. Then {A1, A2, A3}
(0)
consists of a single element Â1 ◦ EÂ3 which generates {A1, A2, A3}
(1). We
know {A1, A2, A3}
(k) (k = 1, 2, 3) from Table k which will be given in the
proof.
Proof. Recall from [19, Theorem 7.1, Theorem 7.3, Theorem 12.8, (7.7)]
that π13(S
3) = Z4{ε′} ⊕ Z2{η3µ4} ⊕ Z3, π20(S12) = Z22{ν12, ε12}, π21(S
3) =
Z4{µ′σ14} ⊕ Z22{ν ′ε6, η3µ4} and 2µ′ = η23µ5. We have
{[∗93, A1, ∗
0
12], (∗
0
12, A2, ∗
0
12),−E∗
7
12} = Â1 ◦ π21(S
13),
{∗93, [∗
0
12, A2, ∗
0
12], (∗
0
12, A3, ∗
7
12)} = π13(S
3) ◦ EÂ3,
{A1, A2, A3}
(3) = Â1 ◦ π21(S
13) + π13(S
3) ◦ EÂ3,
{A1, A2, A3}
(2) =
(
Â1 ◦ π21(S
13)
)
∩
(
π13(S
3) ◦ EÂ3
)
.
We use the following relations [14, (2.13)(7),(8), (2.17)(8)]:
µ3ε12 ≡ η3µ4σ13 (mod 2ε
′), µ3ν12 ≡ 0 (mod 2ε
′),
ε′ε13 = ε
′ν13 = ε
′η20 = ν
′ε6.
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Note that, although there is a few of gaps in [14], the above relations were
correctly proved. We then easily obtain Table k (k = 1, 2, 3):
Table 1. Â1 ◦ EÂ3
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
Â1
Â3 ε12 ν12 ε12 + ν12
ε′ ν ′ε6 ν
′ε6 0
η3µ4 2µ
′σ14 0 2µ
′σ14
ε′ + η3µ4 ν
′ε6 + 2µ
′σ14 ν
′ε6 2µ
′σ14
Table 2. {A1, A2, A3}
(2)
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
Â1
Â3 ε12 ν12 ε12 + ν12 0
ε′ Z2{ν ′ε6} Z2{ν ′ε6} 0 0
η3µ4 Z2{2µ′σ14} 0 Z2{2µ′σ14} 0
ε′ + η3µ4 Z22{ν
′ε6, 2µ
′σ14} Z2{ν ′ε6} Z2{2µ′σ14} 0
0 0 0 0 0
Table 3. {A1, A2, A3}
(3)
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
Â1
Â3 ε12 ν12 ε12 + ν12 0
ε′ Γ := Z22{ν ′ε6, 2µ′σ14} Z2{ν ′ε6} Γ Z2{ν ′ε6}
η3µ4 Γ Γ Z2{2µ′σ14} Z2{2µ′σ14}
ε′ + η3µ4 Γ Γ Γ Γ
0 Γ Z2{ν ′ε6} Z2{2µ′σ14} 0
In the rest of the proof, we shall compute {A1, A2, A3;D2}
(1) for all D2 :
i∗012 ◦ [∗
0
12, A2, ∗
0
12] ≃ (∗
0
12, A2, ∗
0
12) ◦ q∗012 . Given any homotopies
B1 : [∗
9
3, A1, ∗
0
12] ◦ (∗
0
12, A2, ∗
0
12) ≃ ∗, B2 : [∗
0
12, A2, ∗
0
12] ◦ (∗
0
12, A3, ∗
7
12) ≃ ∗,
we define fD2 : EE S
19 → S3 by
fD2 =
[
∗93, B1 ◦ Cq∗012 (1
∗
9
3
,D2)
, [∗012, A2, ∗
0
12]
]
◦
(
[∗012, A2, ∗
0
12], B2, (∗
0
12, A3, ∗
7
12)
)
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Then fD2(x ∧ s ∧ t) is{
[∗93, A1, ∗
0
12] ◦D2(Â3(x ∧ 2s − 1), 2− 6t)
1
2 ≤ s ≤ 1,
1
6 ≤ t ≤
1
3
∗ otherwise.
Hence fD2 does not depend on B1, B2 so that {A1, A2, A3;D2}
(1) consists
of a single element fD2 (cf. Proposition 5.6). Let gD2 : EE S
19 → S3 be
defined by gD2(x ∧ s ∧ t) = [∗
9
3, A1, ∗
0
12] ◦ D2(Â3(x ∧ s), 1 − t). Then, as is
easily shown, fD2 ≃ gD2 .
There is a map h : E S12 → S12 ∨E S12 which makes the following diagram
commutative:
E S19×I
π

Â3×(−1)// S12×I
i
∗
0
12
×1I
//
π

// (S12 ∨E S12)× I
D2

EE S19
−EÂ3
// E S12
h
// S12 ∨E S12
[∗93,A1,∗
0
12]//
pr2

S3
E S12
Â1
88♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
where (−1)(t) = 1 − t, π’s are quotient maps and pr2 is the projection to
the second factor. Let yD2 ∈ Z such that pr2 ◦ h ≃ yD2 1S13 . Then
gD2(x ∧ s ∧ t) = (∗
9
3 ∨ Â1) ◦D2(Â3(x ∧ s), 1 − t)
= Â1 ◦ pr2 ◦ h(Â3(x ∧ s) ∧ 1− t) = Â1 ◦ pr2 ◦ h ◦ (−EÂ3)(x ∧ s ∧ t).
Since 2Â1 ◦ EÂ3 ≃ ∗, we then have gD2 ≃ yD2 Â1 ◦EÂ3 and
(5.1) {A1, A2, A3;D2}
(1) = {yD2 Â1 ◦ EÂ3}.
If we take the typical homotopy G˜ for (∗012, ∗
0
12;A2) as D2, then yG˜ = 1 so
that
(5.2) {A1, A2, A3}
(0) = {Â1 ◦ EÂ3}.
Next we shall show that yD2 = 0 for some D2. Let ω : I × I → I and
K : E S12×I → S12 be defined by
ω(s, t) =

0 2s ≤ t
2s− t s ≤ t ≤ 2s
s t ≤ s
, K(z ∧ s, t) = Â2(z ∧ ω(s, t)).
We define D′2 : (S
12 ∨E S12)× I → S12 ∨E S12 to be the composite of
(S12 ∨E S12)× I
pr2×1I−−−−→ E S12×I
K
−−−−→ S12
i
∗
0
12−−−−→ S12 ∨E S12
.
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Then D′2 : i∗012 ◦ [∗
0
12, A2, ∗
0
12] ≃ (∗
0
12, A2, ∗
0
12) ◦ q∗012 and yD
′
2
= 0. Hence
(5.3) {A1, A2, A3;D
′
2}
(1) = {0}.
It follows from (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3) that {A1, A2, A3}
(1) is a group generated
by Â1 ◦ EÂ3. This completes the proof. 
Proposition 5.3. Suppose that (a1, a2, a3, a4;A1, A2, A3)n1,n2 is an admis-
sible representative of (4.1) and 0 ≤ mi ≤ ni (i = 1, 2). Then, for any
D2 : ia2 ◦ [a2, A2, E
n2a3] ≃ (a2, A2, E
n2a3) ◦ qEn2a3 , we have
{A1, A2, A3;D2}
(1)
n1,n2
= {A1, A2, E˜
n2−m2A3;D2}
(1)
n1,m2
,
{A1,A2, A3;D2}
(1)
n1,n2
⊂ (−1)n1−m1{A1, E˜
n1−m1A2, E˜
n1+n2−m1−m2A3;D
′
2}
(1)
m1,m2
,
(5.4)
where D′2 = (ψ
n1−m1
a2
)−1 ◦ E˜n1−m1D2 ◦ (ψ
n1−m1
En2a3
× 1I). For 0 ≤ k ≤ 3, we
have
{A1, A2, A3}
(k)
n1,n2
= {A1, A2, E˜
n2−m2A3}
(k)
n1,m2
,
{A1, A2, A3}
(k)
n1,n2
⊂ (−1)n1−m1{A1, E˜
n1−m1A2, E˜
n1+n2−m1−m2A3}
(k)
m1,m2
.
Proof. We prove only (5.4) because others are easier. Given null homotopies
B1 : [a1, A1, E
n1a2] ◦ (ψ
n1
a2
)−1 ◦ En1(a2, A2, E
n2a3) ≃ ∗,
B2 : [a2, A2, E
n2a3] ◦ (E
n2a3, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a4) ≃ ∗,
we define null homotopies B′1 and B
′
2 by
B′1 = B1 ◦ C
(
1En2X3 ∧ τ(S
n1−m1 ,S
1) ∧ 1Sm1
)
: [a1, A1, E
m1En1−m1a2] ◦
(
ψm1
En1−m1a2
)−1
◦Em1(En1−m1a2, E˜
n1−m1A2, E
m2En1+n2−m1−m2a3) ≃ ∗,
B′2 = E˜
n1−m1B2 ◦
(
1En2X4 ∧ τ(S
n1−m1 ,S1) ∧ 1I
)
: [En1−m1a2, E˜
n1−m1A2, E
m2En1+n2−m1−m2a3]
◦
(
Em2En1+n2−m1−m2a3, E˜
m2E˜n1+n2−m1−m2A3, E
m2En1+n2−m1−m2a4
)
≃ ∗.
By the definition of D′2, we have
D′2 : iEn1−m1a2 ◦ [E
n1−m1a2, E˜
n1−m1A2, E
n1+n2−m1a3]
≃ (En1−m1a2, E˜
n1−m1A2, E
n1+n2−m1a3) ◦ qEn1+n2−m1a3
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and, under the identifications Sn1+n2−m1−m2 ∧ Sm2 = Sn2 ∧ Sn1−m1 , Sn1 =
Sn1−m1 ∧ Sm1 (see the section 2 or [19, pp.5-6]), we obtain the following
equality by (2.3) and routine calculations.[
a1, B1 ◦ CE
n1qEn2a3 (1a1 ,E˜n1D2)
, En1 [a2, A2, E
n2a3]
]
◦
(
En1 [a2, A2, E
n2a3], E˜
n1B2, E
n1(En2a3, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a4)
)
=
[
a1, B
′
1 ◦ CE
m1qEn1+n2−m1a3 (1a1 ,E˜m1D
′
2)
,
Em1 [En1−m1a2, E˜
n1−m1A2, E
m2En1+n2−m1−m2a3]
]
◦
(
Em1 [En1−m1a2, E˜
n1−m1A2, E
m2En1+n2−m1−m2a3], E˜
m1B′2,
Em1(Em2En1+n2−m1−m2a3, E˜
m2E˜n1+n2−m1−m2A3,
Em2En1+n2−m1−m2a4)
)
◦ (1En2X4 ∧ τ(S
1,S
n1−m1) ∧ 1Sm1 ∧ S1 .
Hence
{A1, A2,A3;D2}
(1)
n1,n2
⊂ (−1)n1−m1{A1, E˜
n1−m1A2, E˜
n1+n2−m1−m2A3;D
′
2}
(1)
m1,m2
.
This proves (5.4). For the case k = 0, we should see that if D2 is the
typical homotopy for (a2, E
n2a3;A2), then D
′
2 is the typical homotopy for
(En1−m1a2, E
n1−m1+n2a3; E˜
n1−m1A2). This is easy to prove. 
Proposition 5.4. If (a1, a2, a3, a4;A1, A2, A3)n1,n2 is an admissible repre-
sentative of (4.1) and D2 : ia2 ◦ [a2, A2, E
n2a3] ≃ (a2, A2, E
n2a3) ◦ qEn2a3 ,
then (Ea1, a2, a3, a4; E˜A1, A2, A3)n1+1,n2 is admissible and
E{A1, A2, A3;D2}
(1)
n1,n2
⊂ −{E˜A1, A2, A3;D2}
(1)
n1+1,n2
,
E{A1, A2, A3}
(k)
n1,n2
⊂ −{E˜A1, A2, A3}
(k)
n1+1,n2
(k = 0, 1, 2, 3).
Proof. Let B1 : [a1, A1, E
n1a2] ◦
(
ψn1a2
)−1
◦ En1(a2, A2, E
n2a3) ≃ ∗ and B2 :
[a2, A2, E
n2a3] ◦ (E
n2a3, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a4) ≃ ∗. By (2.3) and Lemma 2.4, we
have
E
(
[a1, A1, E
n1a2] ◦
(
ψn1a2
)−1
◦En1(a2, A2, E
n2a3)
)
= [Ea1, E˜A1, E
n1+1a2] ◦
(
ψn1+1a2
)−1
◦ En1+1(a2, A2, E
n2a3).
Hence E˜B1 : [Ea1, E˜A1, E
n1+1a2] ◦
(
ψn1+1a2
)−1
◦ En1+1(a2, A2, E
n2a3) ≃ ∗.
As is easily shown, we have
E˜
(
B1 ◦ CE
n1qEn2a3 (1a1 ,E˜n1D2)
)
= E˜B1 ◦ CE
n1+1qEn2a3 (1Ea1 ,E˜
n1+1D2)
.
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It then follows from Lemma 2.4 that
E
([
a1, B1 ◦ CE
n1qEn2a3 (1a1 ,E˜n1D2)
, En1 [a2, A2, E
n2a3]
]
◦
(
En1 [a2, A2, E
n2a3], E˜
n1B2, E
n1(En2a3, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a4)
))
≃ −
[
Ea1, E˜B1 ◦ CE
n1+1qEn2a3 (1Ea1 ,E˜
n1+1D2)
, En1+1[a2, A2, E
n2a3]
]
◦
(
En1+1[a2, A2, E
n2a3], E˜
n1+1B2, E
n1+1(En2a3, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a4)
)
.
This implies the first containment. Similarly we obtain other containments.

The following lemma can be proved by giving a homotopy. We omit
details.
Lemma 5.5. If (a1, a2, a3, a4;A1, A2, A3)n1,n2 is an admissible representa-
tive of (4.1), B and B′ are null homotopies of [a1, A1, E
n1a2] ◦
(
ψn1a2
)−1
◦
En1(a2, A2, E
n2a3), and D2 : ia2 ◦ [a2, A2, E
n2a3] ≃ (a2, A2, E
n2a3) ◦ qEn2a3 ,
then
d(B ◦ CEn1qEn2a3 (1a1 ,E˜n1D2)
, B′ ◦ CEn1qEn2a3 (1a1 ,E˜n1D2)
)
≃ d(B,B′) ◦ En1+1qEn2a3 .
The essential part of the following result can be seen in [13, §4].
Proposition 5.6. If (a1, a2, a3, a4;A1, A2, A3)n1,n2 is an admissible repre-
sentative of (4.1) and D2 : ia2 ◦ [a2, A2, E
n2a3] ≃ (a2, A2, E
n2a3) ◦ qEn2a3 ,
then {A1, A2, A3;D2}
(1)
n1,n2 is a coset of
[En1+n2+2X3,X0] ◦ E
n1+n2+2α4 + α1 ◦E
n1 [En2+2X4,X1].
Proof. Take following null homotopies arbitrarily
B1, B
′
1 : [a1, A1, E
n1a2] ◦
(
ψn1a2
)−1
◦ En1(a2, A2, E
n2a3) ≃ ∗,
B2, B
′
2 : [a2, A2, E
n2a3] ◦ (E
n2a3, E
n2A3, E
n2a4) ≃ ∗.
Then, by Lemma 2.8, Corollary 2.13 and Lemma 5.5, we have[
a1, B
′
1 ◦ CE
n1qEn2a3 (1a1 ,E˜n1D2)
, En1 [a2, A2, E
n2a3]
]
◦
(
En1 [a2, A2, E
n2a3], E˜
n1B′2, E
n1(En2a3, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a4)
)
≃ d(B1, B
′
1) ◦ E
n1+n2+1a4
+
[
a1, B1 ◦ CE
n1qEn2a3 (1a1 ,E˜n1D2)
, En1 [a2, A2, E
n2a3]
]
◦
(
En1 [a2, A2, E
n2a3], E˜
n1B2, E
n1(En2a3, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a4)
)
+ a1 ◦ (−1)
n1En1d(B2, B
′
2).
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If we fix B1, B2 and take all possible B
′
1, B
′
2, then the assertion follows from
Lemma 2.8(1)(g). 
Corollary 5.7. Under the notations of Theorem 4.9, its proof and Φ1,Φ2
after Definition 4.12, we have the following three results.
(1) If Φ1 ∩ Φ2 = {0}, then
{A1, A2, A3;D2}
(1)
n1,n2
= {A1, A2, A3}
(1)
n1,n2
= {A1, A2, A3}
(2)
n1,n2
.
(2) If Φ1 = {0}, then
{a1, [a2, A2, E˜
n2a3], (E
n2a3, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a4)}n1
is equal to the three sets in (1).
(3) If Φ2 = {0}, then
{[a1, A1, E
n1a2] ◦ (ψ
n1
a2
)−1, (a2, A2, E˜
n2a3),−E
n2+1a4}n1
is equal to the three sets in (1).
Proof. Suppose Φ1∩Φ2 = {0} and take x ∈ {A1, A2, A3;D2}
(1)
n1,n2 arbitrarily.
Then
{a1,[a2, A2, E
n2a3], (E
n2a3, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a4)}n1
= x+Φ1 + a1 ◦ E
n1 [E2En2X4,X1],
{[a1,A1, E
n1a2] ◦
(
ψn1a2
)−1
, (a2, A2, E
n2a3),−EE
n2a4}n1
= x+ [En1+2En2X3,X0] ◦E
n1+2En2a4 +Φ2.
By taking their intersection, we have
{A1,A2, A3}
(2)
n1,n2
= x+ [En1+2En2X3,X0] ◦ E
n1+2En2a4 + a1 ◦ E
n1 [E2En2X4,X1]
which is {A1, A2, A3;D2}
(1)
n1,n2 by Proposition 5.6. This proves (1).
The set Indet{A1, A2, A3;D2}
(1)
n1,n2 is equal to{
Indet{a1, [a2, A2, E˜
n2a3], (E
n2a3, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a4)}n1 Φ1 = {0}
Indet{[a1, A1, E
n1a2] ◦ (ψ
n1
a2
)−1, (a2, A2, E˜
n2a3),−E
n2+1a4}n1 Φ2 = {0}
.
Hence (2) and (3) hold. 
The next result shows that {A1, A2, A3}
(k)
n1,n2 (k = 1, 2, 3) depend on ho-
motopy classes of Ai (i = 1, 2, 3).
Proposition 5.8. If (a1, a2, a3, a4;A1, A2, A3)n1,n2 is an admissible rep-
resentative of (4.1), D2 : ia2 ◦ [a2, A2, E
n2a3] ≃ (a2, A2, E
n2a3) ◦ qEn2a3 ,
A1 ≃ A
′
1 rel E
n1+n2X2, A2 ≃ A
′
2 rel E
n2X3, and A3 ≃ A
′
3 rel X4, then
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(1)
{
{A1, A2, A3;D2}
(1)
n1,n2 = {A
′
1, A2, A3;D2}
(1)
n1,n2
{A1, A2, A3}
(k)
n1,n2 = {A
′
1, A2, A3}
(k)
n1,n2 (k = 0, 1, 2, 3),
(2) {A1, A2, A3}
(k)
n1,n2 = {A1, A
′
2, A3}
(k)
n1,n2 (k = 1, 2, 3),
(3)
{
{A1, A2, A3;D2}
(1)
n1,n2 = {A1, A2, A
′
3;D2}
(1)
n1,n2
{A1, A2, A3}
(k)
n1,n2 = {A1, A2, A
′
3}
(k)
n1,n2 (k = 0, 1, 2, 3).
Proof. We prove assertions only for { }
(1)
n1,n2 , because others are obvious from
it and (2.6).
(1) Let B1 : [a1, A1, E
n1a2] ◦
(
ψn1a2
)−1
◦ En1(a2, A2, E
n2a3) ≃ ∗. Let K :
CEn1En2X2 × I → X0 be a homotopy from A
′
1 to A1 relative E
n1En2X2.
We define B′1 : CE
n1+n2+1X3 → X0 by
B′1(y, t) =
{
[a1,K2t, E
n1a2] ◦
(
ψn1a2
)−1
◦ En1(a2, A2, E
n2a3)(y) 0 ≤ t ≤
1
2
B1(y, 2t− 1)
1
2 ≤ t ≤ 1
where y ∈ En1+n2+1X3 and K2t = K|CEn1En2X2×{2t}. Then
B′1 : [a1, A
′
1, E
n1a2] ◦
(
ψn1a2
)−1
◦En1(a2, A2, E
n2a3) ≃ ∗.
It is not difficult to construct a homotopy from B′1 ◦ CE
n1qEn2a3 (1a1 ,E˜n1D2)
to B1 ◦ CE
n1qEn2a3 (1a1 ,E˜n1D2)
relative En1(En2X2 ∪En2a3 CE
n2X3). We
omit details. Hence {A′1, A2, A3;D2}
(1)
n1,n2 = {A1, A2, A3;D2}
(1)
n1,n2 by (2.6).
(2) LetH : A2 ≃ A
′
2 rel E
n2X3. Define Ψ : (E
n2X2∪En2a3CE
n2X3)×I →
X1 and Ψ
′ : EEn2X3 × I → X1 ∪a2 CE
n2X2 by
Ψ(x2, t) = a2(x2), Ψ(x3 ∧ s, t) = H(x3 ∧ s, t) (x2 ∈ E
n2X2, x3 ∈ E
n2X3),
Ψ′(x3 ∧ s, t) =
{
En2a3(x3) ∧ (1− 2s) 0 ≤ s ≤
1
2
H(x3 ∧ (2s − 1), t)
1
2 ≤ s ≤ 1
(x3 ∈ E
n2X3).
Then
Ψ : [a2, A2, E
n2a3] ≃ [a2, A
′
2, E
n2a3] rel E
n2X2,
Ψ′ : (a2, A2, E
n2a3) ≃ (a2, A
′
2, E
n2a3).
Given three homotopies
B1 : [a1, A1, E
n1a2] ◦
(
ψn1a2
)−1
◦En1(a2, A2, E
n2a3) ≃ ∗,
B2 : [a2, A2, E
n2a3] ◦ (E
n2a3, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a4) ≃ ∗,
D2 : ia2 ◦ [a2, A2, E
n2a3] ≃ (a2, A2, E
n2a3) ◦ qEn2a3 ,
we define three homotopies
B′1 : [a1, A1, E
n1a2] ◦
(
ψn1a2
)−1
◦En1(a2, A
′
2, E
n2a3) ≃ ∗,
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B′2 : [a2, A
′
2, E
n2a3] ◦ (E
n2a3, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a4) ≃ ∗,
D′2 : ia2 ◦ [a2, A
′
2, E
n2a3] ≃ (a2, A
′
2, E
n2a3) ◦ qEn2a3
as follows:
B′1(x3 ∧ s ∧ s1, t)
=
{
[a1, A1, E
n1a2] ◦
(
ψn1a2
)−1(
Ψ′(x3 ∧ s, 1− 2t) ∧ s1
)
0 ≤ t ≤ 12
B1(x3 ∧ s ∧ s1, 2t− 1)
1
2 ≤ t ≤ 1
,
B′2(x4 ∧ s, t) =
{
Ψ
(
(a3, A3, a4)(x4 ∧ s), 1− 2t
)
0 ≤ t ≤ 12
B2(x4 ∧ s, 2t− 1)
1
2 ≤ t ≤ 1
,
D′2(x, t) =

ia2 ◦Ψ(x, 1− 3t) 0 ≤ t ≤
1
3
D2(x, 3t− 1)
1
3 ≤ t ≤
2
3
Ψ′(qEn2a3(x), 3t− 2)
2
3 ≤ t ≤ 1
,
(x3 ∈ E
n2X3, x4 ∈ E
n2X4, s1 ∈ S
n1 , s, t ∈ I, x ∈ En2X2 ∪En2a3 CE
n2X3).
Consider the following diagrams, where hi (0 ≤ i ≤ 3) are identity maps of
respective spaces:
X0
a1←−−−− En1X1
=
yh0 =yEn1h1
X0 ←−−−−
a1
En1X1
X1
[a2,A2,En2a3]
←−−−−−−−−− En2X2 ∪En2a3 CE
n2X3
(En2a3,E˜n2A3,En2a4)
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−− EEn2X4
=
yh1 =yh2 =yh3
X1 ←−−−−−−−−−
[a2,A′2,E
n2a3]
En2X2 ∪En2a3 CE
n2X3 ←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
(En2a3,E˜n2A3,En2a4)
EEn2X4
Let D3 : EE
n2X4 × I → E
n2X2 ∪En2a3 CE
n2X3 be the constant homotopy
of (En2a3, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a4). Define
B˜1 = B1 ◦ CE
n1qEn2a3 (1a1 ,E˜n1D2)
, B˜′1 = B
′
1 ◦ CE
n1qEn2a3 (1a1 ,E˜n1D
′
2)
.
We shall prove
B˜1 ≃ B˜
′
1(1a1 ,E˜
n1Ψ)
rel En1(En2X2 ∪En2a3 CE
n2X3),(5.5)
B2 ≃ B
′
2(Ψ,D3)
rel EEn2X4.(5.6)
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Before proving these relations, we deduce the assertion (2) from them. If
these relations hold, then (h0, h1, h2, h3; 1a1 ,Ψ,D3) is a map between repre-
sentatives of null triples
(a1,[a2, A2, E
n2a3], (E
n2a3, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a4); B˜1, B2)n1
−→ (a1, [a2, A
′
2, E
n2a3], (E
n2a3, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a4); B˜
′
1, B
′
2)n1 .
It follows from Proposition 4.11 that[
a1,B1 ◦ CE
n1qEn2a3 (1a1 ,E˜n1D2)
, En1 [a2, A2, E
n2a3]
]
◦
(
En1 [a2, A2, E
n2a3], E˜
n1B2, E
n1(En2a3, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a4)
)
≃
[
a1, B
′
1 ◦ CE
n1qEn2a3 (1a1 ,E˜n1D′2)
, En1 [a2, A
′
2, E
n2a3]
]
◦
(
En1 [a2, A
′
2, E
n2a3], E˜
n1B′2, E
n1(En2a3, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a4)
)
so that {A1, A2, A3;D2}
(1)
n1,n2 ⊂ {A1, A
′
2, A3;D
′
2}
(1)
n1,n2 which are the same
since they have the same indeterminacies. This proves (2).
Now we prove (5.5). We decompose I × I = K1 ∪ · · · ∪K10 as follows: let
(s, t) ∈ I × I and
K1 = {(s, t) | s ≤ 1/3}, K2 = {(s, t) | 0 ≤ 3s− 1 ≤ t},
K3 = {(s, t) |
9
4
s−
3
4
≤ t ≤ 3s− 1}, K4 = {(s, t) |
27
13
s−
9
13
≤ t ≤
9
4
s−
3
4
},
K5 = {(s, t) |
27
14
s−
9
14
≤ t ≤
27
13
s−
9
13
},
K6 = {(s, t) |
27
5
s−
18
5
≤ t ≤
27
14
s−
9
14
},
K7 = {(s, t) |
9
2
s− 3 ≤ t ≤
27
5
s−
18
5
},
K8 = {(s, t) |
18
5
s−
12
5
≤ t ≤
9
2
s− 3},
K9 = {(s, t) | 3s − 2 ≤ t ≤
18
5
s−
12
5
}, K10 = {(s, t) | t ≤ 3s− 2}.
If we define u : K1 ∪ · · · ∪ K6 → I and v : K7 ∪ · · · ∪ K10 → I by moving
respectively (s, t) to
0 (s, t) ∈ K1
3s− 1 (s, t) ∈ K2
t (s, t) ∈ K3
−27s+ 13t+ 9 (s, t) ∈ K4
27s− 13t− 9 (s, t) ∈ K5
3s− 59t− 1 (s, t) ∈ K6
and

27s − 5t− 18 (s, t) ∈ K7
−18s+ 5t+ 12 (s, t) ∈ K8
18s − 5t− 12 (s, t) ∈ K9
3s− 2 (s, t) ∈ K10
,
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then the map Θ : CEn1(En2X2 ∪En2a3 CE
n2X3) × I → X0 which moves
(x ∧ s1 ∧ s, t) to
a1
(
Ψ(x, u(s, t)) ∧ s1
)
(s, t) ∈ K1,4
[a1, A1, E
n1a2] ◦
(
ψn1a2
)−1(
D2(x, u(s, t)) ∧ s1
)
(s, t) ∈ K5 ∪K6
[a1, A1, E
n1a2] ◦
(
ψn1a2
)−1(
Ψ′(qEn2a3(x), v(s, t)) ∧ s1
)
(s, t) ∈ K7 ∪K8
B1(qEn2a3(x) ∧ s1, v(s, t)) (s, t) ∈ K9 ∪K10
(x ∈ En2X2 ∪En2a3 CE
n2X3, s1 ∈ S
n1 , s, t ∈ I,K1,4 = K1 ∪ · · · ∪K4),
is well defined and Θ : B˜1 ≃ B˜
′
1(1a1 ,E˜
n1Ψ)
rel En1(En2X2 ∪En2a3 CE
n2X3).
This proves (5.5).
If we define w : I × I → I by
w(s, t) =

3s t ≥ 3s
t 32s ≤ t ≤ 3s
−6s+ 5t 65s ≤ t ≤
3
2s
6s − 5t s ≤ t ≤ 65s
s t ≤ s
,
then the map Φ : CEEn2X4 × I → X1 which moves (x ∧ s, t) to{
Ψ((En2a3, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a4)(x), w(s, t)) t ≥
6
5s
B2(x,w(s, t)) t ≤
6
5s
(x ∈ EEn2X4)
is a homotopy from B2 to B
′
2(Ψ,D3)
relative EEn2X4. This proves (5.6).
We omit the proof of (3), because it is easier than (2). 
The following two examples suggest that it is worth to consider { }
(k)
n1,n2
for k = 1, 2.
Example 5.9. Since {η3, ν
′, 8ι6}1 ∋ 0 and {ν
′, 8ι5, ν5}1 = {0} by [19,
pp.54-56], it follows from Proposition 4.4 that (η3, ν
′, 8ι5, ν5)1,1 is admissible.
If (η3, ν
′, 8ι5, ν5;A1, A2, A3)1,1 is admissible, then so is (η3, ν
′, 8ι5, ν5;A1 ∔
ν ′η26 , A2, A3)1,1 by Corollary 2.13. Hence, it follows from Corollary 4.7(2)
that (η3, ν
′, 8ι5, ν5;A1, A2, A3)1,1 is admissible for any A1 : η3 ◦Eν
′ ≃ ∗, A2 :
ν ′◦8ι6 ≃ ∗ and A3 : 8ι5◦ν5 ≃ ∗. Take µ3 ∈ {η3, [ν
′, A2, 8ι6], (8ι6, E˜A3, ν6)}1.
It follows from [19, Chapter VII, ChapterXIII] that π12(S
3) = Z22{µ3, η3ε4}.
By indeterminacies, 5.1 and 5.6, we have
µ3 + Z2{η3ε4} = {A1, A2, A3;D2}
(1)
1,1 = {A1, A2, A3}
(1)
1,1
= {A1, A2, A3}
(2)
1,1 = {η3, [ν
′, A2, 8ι6], (8ι6, E˜A3, ν6)}1
for any D2 : iν′ ◦ [ν
′, A2, 8ι6] ≃ (ν
′, A2, 8ι6) ◦ q8ι6 .
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Example 5.10. Since {ν7, η9, 2ι10}1 ⊂ π12(S
7) = 0 and {η9, 2ι9, ν9}1 ∋
0 by [19, (10.1)], (ν7, η9, 2ι9, ν9)1,1 is admissible by Proposition 4.4. Let
(ν7, η9, 2ι9, ν9;A1, A2, A3)1,1 be any admissible representative and take κ7 ∈
{ν7, [η9, A2, 2ι10], (2ι10, E˜A3, ν10)}1 arbitrarily. It follows from [19, pp.95-
101, Chapter XIII] that π21(S
7) = Z4{κ7} ⊕ Z8{σ′σ14} ⊕ Z3 and the Hopf
invariant H : π21(S
7)→ π21(S
13) = Z22{ε13, ν13} is surjective.
(1) All of the following sets are equal to κ7 + Z2{4σ′σ14}.
{A1, A2, A3;D2}
(1)
1,1, {A1, A2, A3}
(k)
1,1 , {ν7, [η9, A2, 2ι10], (2ι10, E˜A3, ν10)}1,
−{A1, E˜A2, E˜
2A3;D
′
2}
(1), −{A1, E˜A2, E˜
2A3}
(k),
−{ν7, [η10, E˜A2, 2ι11], (2ι11, E˜
2A3, ν11)},
where k = 1, 2 and D2 : iη9 ◦ [η9, A2, 2ι10] ≃ (η9, A2, 2ι10) ◦ q2ι10 and D
′
2 :
iη10 ◦ [η10, E˜A2, 2ι11] ≃ (η10, E˜A2, 2ι11) ◦ q2ι11 .
(2) (A1, A2 ∔ η
2
9, A3)1,1 and (A1, A2, A3 ∔ ν
3
9 )1,1 are admissible and
−κ7 + Z2{4σ′σ14} = {A1, E˜A2, E˜2A3}(1)(5.7)
= {A1, A2 ∔ η
2
9, A3}
(1)
1,1 = {A1, A2, A3 ∔ ν
3
9}
(1)
1,1,
κ7 + Z2{4σ′σ14} = {A1, E˜A2, E˜2(A3 ∔ ν39)}
(1)(5.8)
= {A1, E˜(A2 ∔ η
2
9), E˜
2A3}
(1) = {A1, A2, A3}
(1)
1,1.
(3) H(κ7) = ν13 and H(σ
′σ14) = ε13 + ν13.
Proof. We shall use the following equalities:
ν7 ◦ Eπ20(S
9) = ν7 ◦ π21(S
10) = Z2{4σ′σ14},(5.9)
{ν7, η
2
9 , ν11}1 = {ν7, η10, ν
3
11} = ν7ν
2
15 + Z2{4σ
′σ14},(5.10)
ν7ν
2
15 ≡ 2κ7 (mod 4σ
′σ14)(5.11)
which follow from [19, Lemma 5.14, Theorem 7.4, (10.7)], [19, Proposi-
tion 1.2, Lemma 6.2, Lemma 6.5] and [19, Lemma 5.4, Lemma 10.1, (10.7)],
respectively.
(1) Since [S12 ∪2ι12C S
12,S7] = Z2{ν27 ◦ q2ι12} by a Puppe sequence and
ν27ν13 = 0 by [19, (7.17),(7.18)], it follows from (2.2) that
[E2(S
10 ∪2ι10C S
10),S
7] ◦ E2(2ι10, E˜A3, ν10)
= [E(S11 ∪2ι11C S
11),S7] ◦E(2ι11, E˜
2A3, ν11) = 0.
Hence from Corollary 5.7 we have
{A1, A2, A3;D2}
(1)
1,1 = {A1, A2, A3}
(1)
1,1 = {ν7, [η9, A2, 2ι10], (2ι10, E˜A3, ν10)}1,
{A1, E˜A2, E˜
2A3;D
′
2}
(1) = {A1, E˜A2, E˜
2A3}
(1)
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= {ν7, [η10, E˜A2, 2ι11], (2ι11, E˜
2A3, ν11)}
of which indeterminacies are Z2{4σ′σ14} by (5.9). Therefore, for the six sets
of (1), the first three are equal and so are the last three. By Proposition 5.3,
we have {A1, A2, A3}
(1)
1,1 ⊂ −{A1, E˜A2, E˜
2A3}
(1). Hence they are the same
because of indeterminacies. This completes the proof of (1).
(2) Since {A1, E˜A2, E˜
2A3}
(1) = −{ν7, [η9, A2, 2ι10], (2ι10, E˜A3, ν10)}1 =
−κ7 + Z2{4σ′σ14} by (1), we obtain (5.7).
By Corollary 2.13, (A1, A2∔η
2
9, A3)1,1 and (A1, A2, A3∔ν
3
9)1,1 are admis-
sible. We have
{A1, E˜A2, E˜
2(A3 ∔ ν
3
9)}
(1)
= {ν7, [η10, E˜A2, 2ι11], (2ι11, E˜
2(A3 ∔ ν
3
9), ν11)} (by (1))
= {ν7, [η10, E˜A2, 2ι11], (2ι11, E˜
2A3, ν11) + i2ι11 ◦ ν
3
11} (by 2.5 and (2.5))
⊂ {ν7, [η10, E˜A2, 2ι11], (2ι11, E˜
2A3, ν11)}+ {ν7, [η10, E˜A2, 2ι11], i2ι11 ◦ ν
3
11}
(by [19, Proposition 1.6])
⊂ {ν7, [η10, E˜A2, 2ι11], (2ι11, E˜
2A3, ν11)}+ {ν7, η10, ν
3
11}
(by [19, Proposition 1.2])
= κ7 + Z2{4σ′σ14} (by (1), (5.10) and (5.11)).
Hence (5.8) is obtained. Also
{A1, A2 ∔ η
2
9 , A3}
(1)
1,1 =
{
ν7, [η9, A2 ∔ η
2
9 , 2ι10], (2ι10, E˜A3, ν10)
}
1
(by (1))
=
{
ν7,
(
[η9, A2, 2ι10]∨ η
2
9
)
◦ θ2ι10 , (2ι10, E˜A3, ν10)
}
1
(by (2.4))
⊃
{
ν7, [η9, A2, 2ι10]∨ η
2
9 , θ2ι10 ◦ (2ι10, E˜A3, ν10)
}
1
(by [19, Proposition 1.2])
= −
{
ν7, [η9, A2, 2ι10]∨ η
2
9 ,
(
− (2ι10, E˜A3, ν10) ∨ ν11
)
◦ θS19
}
1
(by 2.7)
= −
({
ν7, [η9, A2, 2ι10],−(2ι10, E˜A3, ν10)
}
1
+ {ν7, η
2
9 , ν11}1
)
(by 3.5)
= −κ7 + Z2{4σ′σ14} (by (5.10) and (5.11)).
Hence {A1, A2 ∔ η
2
9 , A3}
(1)
1,1 = −κ7 + Z2{4σ
′σ14}. Then other equalities of
(2) are obtained from (1).
(3) By [19, Proposition 2.2, Lemma 5.14, Lemma 6.4], we have
(5.12) H(σ′σ14) = H(σ
′) ◦ σ14 = η13 ◦ σ14 = ε13 + ν13.
Since κ7 ∈ {ν7, [η9, A2, 2ι10], (2ι10, E˜A3, ν10)}1, we have
H(κ7) ∈{H(ν7), [η9, A2, 2ι10], (2ι10, E˜A3, ν10)}1 (by [19, Proposition 2.3])
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= Indet{H(ν7), [η9, A2, 2ι10], (2ι10, E˜A3, ν10)}1
(since H(ν7) = 0 : S
10 → S
13)
= [E2(S10 ∪2ι10e
11),S13] ◦E2(2ι10, E˜A3, ν10)
= Z2{E2q2ι10} ◦ E
2(2ι10, E˜A3, ν10) = Z2{ν13} (by (2.2)).
Therefore H(κ7) = ν13 by (5.12) and the surjectivity of H. This completes
the proof. 
Proposition 5.11. Suppose that (a1, a2, a3, a4;A1, A2, A3)n1,n2 is an admis-
sible representative of (4.1) and that a5 ∈ α5 ∈ [X5,X4] and A4 : a4 ◦a5 ≃ ∗
are given.
(1) We have
{A1, A2, A3}
(1)
n1,n2
◦ (−En1+n2+2a5)
⊂ (−1)n2{a1, a2, E
n2([a3, A3, a4] ◦ (a4, A4, a5))}n1 .
(2) If moreover (a2, a3, a4, a5;A2, A3, A4)n2 is admissible, then
{A1, A2, A3}
(3)
n1,n2
◦ En1+n2+2α5 ∩ (−1)
n1+n2
(
α1 ◦E
n1{A2, A3, A4}
(3)
n2
)
⊃ (−1)n1+n2
(
α1 ◦ E
n1{[a2, A2, E
n2a3] ◦
(
ψn2a3
)−1
, (a3, A3, a4),−Ea5}n2
)
⊃ (−1)n1+n2
(
α1 ◦E
n1{A2, A3, A4}
(2)
n2
)
,
{a1, a2, a3, a4;A1, A2, A3}
(1)
n1,n2
◦En1+n2+2α5
= {a1, a2, a3, a4;A1, A2, A3;D2}
(1)
n1,n2
◦ En1+n2+2α5
= (−1)n1+n2
(
α1 ◦ E
n1{a2, a3, a4, a5;A2, A3, A4;D
′
2}
(1)
n2
)
= (−1)n1+n2
(
α1 ◦ E
n1{a2, a3, a4, a5;A2, A3, A4}
(1)
n2
)
for any D2 : ia2 ◦ [a2, A2, E
n2a3] ≃ (a2, A2, E
n2a3) ◦ qEn2a3 and D
′
2 :
ia3 ◦ [a3, A3, a4] ≃ (a3, A3, a4) ◦ qa4 .
Proof. We have
{a1, a2, a3, a4;A1, A2, A3}
(1)
n1,n2
◦ (−En1+n2+2α5)
⊂ {a1, [a2, A2, E
n2a3], (E
n2a3, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a4)}n1 ◦ (−E
n1+n2+2a5)
(by 4.12 and 5.1)
⊂ {a1, [a2, A2, E
n2a3], (E
n2a3, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a4) ◦ (−E
n2+1a5)}n1
(by [19, Proposition 1.2(i)])
= {a1, [a2, A2, E
n2a3], (E
n2a3, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a4) ◦ qEn2a4
◦ (En2a4, E˜
n2A4, E
n2a5)}n1 (by (2.2))
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= {a1, [a2, A2, E
n2a3], iEn2a3 ◦ [E
n2a3, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a4]
◦ (En2a4, E˜
n2A4, E
n2a5)}n1 (by 3.6)
⊂ {a1, a2, [E
n2a3, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a4] ◦ (E
n2a4, E˜
n2A4, E
n2a5)}n1
(by [19, Proposition 1.2(ii)])
= {a1, a2, E
n2([a3, A3, a4] ◦ (a4, A4, a5)) ◦ (1X5 ∧ τ(S
n2 ,S
1)}n1 (by 2.4)
= (−1)n2{a1, a2, E
n2([a3, A3, a4] ◦ (a4, A4, a5))}n1 .
This proves (1).
We have
{A1, A2, A3}
(3)
n1,n2
◦ En1+n2+2α5
= (−1)n1+1
(
[a1, A1, E
n1a2] ◦
(
ψn1a2
)−1
◦ En1
{
ia2 ◦ [a2, A2, E
n2a3],
(En2a3, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a4), E
n2+1a5
})
(by [19, Proposition 1.4])
⊃ (−1)n1+1
(
α1 ◦ E
n1
{
[a2, A2, E
n2a3], (E
n2a3, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a4),
En2+1a5
})
(by [19, Proposition 1.2(iv)])
= (−1)n1+n2
(
α1 ◦ E
n1
{
[a2, A2, E
n2a3] ◦
(
ψn2a3
)−1
, En2(a3, A3, a4),
En2(−Ea5)
})
(by 2.4)
⊃ (−1)n1+n2
(
α1 ◦ E
n1
{
[a2, A2, E
n2a3] ◦
(
ψn2a3
)−1
, (a3, A3, a4),−Ea5
}
n2
)
⊂ (−1)n1+n2
(
α1 ◦ E
n1
{
[a2, A2, E
n2a3] ◦
(
ψn2a3
)−1
, (a3, A3, a4) ◦ qa4 ,
(a4, A4, a5)
}
n2
)
(by [19, Proposition 1.2(ii)] and (2.2))
= (−1)n1+n2
(
α1 ◦ E
n1
{
A2, A3, A4
}(3)
n2
)
.
Hence
{A1, A2, A3}
(3)
n1,n2
◦En1+n2+2α5 ∩ (−1)
n1+n2
(
α1 ◦ E
n1
{
A2, A3, A4
}(3)
n2
)
⊃ (−1)n1+n2
(
α1 ◦ E
n1
{
[a2, A2, E
n2a3] ◦
(
ψn2a3
)−1
, (a3, A3, a4),−Ea5
}
n2
)
⊃ (−1)n1+n2
(
α1 ◦E
n1{A2, A3, A4}
(2)
n2
)
.
Therefore we have the first part of (2).
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It suffices for the rest of (2) to show
α1 ◦E
n1{a2, a3, a4, a5;A2, A3, A4;D
′
2}
(1)
n2
= (−1)n1+n2{a1, a2, a3, a4;A1, A2, A3;D2}
(1)
n1,n2
◦ En1+n2+2α5
(5.13)
for every D2 and D
′
2. By Lemma 2.4, we have
[a2, A2, E
n2a3] ◦ (ψ
n2
a3
)−1 ◦ En2(a3, A3, a4)
= [a2, A2, E
n2a3] ◦ (E
n2a3, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a4) ◦ (1X4 ∧ τ(S
1,S
n2)).
Hence null homotopies
B′1 : [a2, A2, E
n2a3] ◦ (ψ
n2
a3
)−1 ◦ En2(a3, A3, a4) ≃ ∗,
B2 : [a2, A2, E
n2a3] ◦ (E
n2a3, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a4) ≃ ∗
correspond bijectively each other by the equality
(5.14) B2 = B
′
1 ◦C
(
1X4 ∧τ(S
n2 ,S1)
)
i.e. B2 ◦C
(
1X4 ∧τ(S
1,Sn2)
)
= B′1.
Any element of α1 ◦E
n1{a2, a3, a4, a5;A2, A3, A4;D
′
2}
(1)
n2 has a form
f := a1 ◦ E
n1
([
[a2, A2,E
n2a3] ◦
(
ψn2a3
)−1
, B′1, E
n2(a3, A3, a4)
]
◦
(
En2(a3, A3, a4), E˜
n2 ia3 ◦B
′
2
(D′2,D
′
3),−En2+1a5
))
,
where B′2 : [a3, A3, a4] ◦ (a4, A4, a5) ≃ ∗ and D
′
3 : qa4 ◦ (a4, A4, a5) ≃ −Ea5.
Let H be any null homotopy of a1 ◦E
n1 [a2, A2, E
n2a3]. We have
f = a1 ◦ E
n1
([
[a2, A2, E
n2a3], B
′
1,
(
ψn2a3
)−1
◦ En2(a3, A3, a4)
]
◦
(
(ψn2a3 )
−1 ∪ 1CEn2EX4
)
◦
(
En2(a3, A3, a4), E˜
n2ia3 ◦B
′
2
(D′2,D
′
3),
− En2+1a5
))
(by 2.2(3))
≃
[
a1,H,E
n1 [a2, A2, E
n2a3]
]
◦
(
En1 [a2, A2, E
n2a3], E˜
n1B′1, E
n1
(
(ψn2a3 )
−1 ◦ En2(a3, A3, a4)
))
◦
(
1En2+1X4 ∧ τ(S
1,S
n1)
)
◦ En1q(
ψ
n2
a3
)
−1
◦En2 (a3,A3,a4)
◦ En1
(
(ψn2a3 )
−1 ∪ 1CEn2EX4
)
◦ En1
(
En2(a3, A3, a4), E˜
n2 ia3 ◦B
′
2
(D′2,D
′
3),−En2+1a5
)
(by 3.8)
≃
[
a1,H,E
n1 [a2, A2, E
n2a3]
]
◦
(
En1 [a2, A2, E
n2a3], E˜
n1B′1, E
n1
(
(ψn2a3 )
−1 ◦ En2(a3, A3, a4)
))
◦
(
1En2+1X4 ∧ τ(S
1,S
n1)
)
◦ En1+n2+2a5 (by (2.2))
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=
[
a1,H,E
n1 [a2, A2, E
n2a3]
]
◦
(
ψn1[a2,A2,En2a3]
)−1
◦ En1
(
[a2, A2, E
n2a3], B
′
1, (ψ
n2
a3
)−1 ◦ En2(a3, A3, a4)
)
◦
(
1En2+1X4 ∧ τ(S
n1 ,S1)
)
◦
(
1En2+1X4 ∧ τ(S
1,Sn1)
)
◦En1+n2+2a5 (by 2.4)
=
[
a1,H,E
n1 [a2, A2, E
n2a3]
]
◦
(
ψn1[a2,A2,En2a3]
)−1
◦ En1
(
[a2, A2, E
n2a3], B
′
1, (ψ
n2
a3
)−1 ◦En2(a3, A3, a4)
)
◦ En1+n2+2a5
=
[
a1,H,E
n1 [a2, A2, E
n2a3]
]
◦
(
ψn1[a2,A2,En2a3]
)−1
◦ En1
(
[a2, A2, E
n2a3], B2 ◦ C(1X4 ∧ τ(S
1,Sn2)),
(En2a3, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a4) ◦ (1X4 ∧ τ(S
1,Sn2)
)
◦ En1+n2+2a5
(by (5.14) and 2.4)
=
[
a1,H,E
n1 [a2, A2, E
n2a3]
]
◦
(
ψn1[a2,A2,En2a3]
)−1
◦ En1
((
[a2, A2, E
n2a3], B2, (E
n2a3, E˜
n2B2, E
n2a4)
)
◦ E(1X4 ∧ τ(S
1,S
n2))
)
◦En1+n2+2a5 (by 2.2(1))
=
[
a1,H,E
n1 [a2, A2, E
n2a3]
]
◦
(
En1 [a2, A2, E
n2a3], E˜
n1B2, E
n1(En2a3, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a4)
)
◦
(
1En2+1X4 ∧ τ(S
1,S
n1)
)
◦ En1+1
(
1X4 ∧ τ(S
1,S
n2)
)
◦ En1+n2+2a5
(by 2.4)
≃ (−1)n1+n2
[
a1,H,E
n1 [a2, A2, E
n2a3]
]
◦
(
En1 [a2, A2, E
n2a3], E˜
n1B2,
En1(En2a3, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a4)
)
◦ En1+n2+2a5.
If we take H = B1 ◦ CE
n1qEn2a3 (1a1 ,E˜n1D2)
, where
B1 : [a1, A1, E
n1a2] ◦
(
ψn2a2
)
◦En1(a2, A2, E
n2a3) ≃ ∗,
then we know that
f ∈ (−1)n1+n2{a1, a2, a3, a4;A1, A2, A3;D2}
(1)
n1,n2
◦ En1+n2+2α5
so that
α1◦E
n1{a2, a3, a4, a5;A2, A3, A4;D
′
2}
(1)
n2
⊂ (−1)n1+n2{a1, a2, a3, a4;A1, A2, A3;D2}
(1)
n1,n2
◦En1+n2+2α5.
If (5.14) holds, then, by tracing the above discussion reversely, we obtain
α1◦E
n1{a2, a3, a4, a5;A2, A3, A4;D
′
2}
(1)
n2
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⊃ (−1)n1+n2{a1, a2, a3, a4;A1, A2, A3;D2}
(1)
n1,n2
◦En1+n2+2α5.
Hence we obtain (5.13). 
We owe the next remark to Oˆguchi [13].
Remark 5.12. The hypotheses of Proposition 5.11 are satisfied if one of
the following five conditions holds.
(1) {α1, α2, E
n2α3}n1 = {0}, {α2, α3, α4}n2 ∋ 0, {α3, α4, α5} = {0}.
(2) {α1, α2, E
n2α3}n1 ∋ 0, {α2, α3, α4}n2 = {0}, {α3, α4, α5} ∋ 0.
(3) {α1, α2, E
n2α3}n1 ∋ 0, {α2, α3, α4}n2 ∋ 0, {α3, α4, α5} = {0},
G1 +G2 = [E
n2+1X3,X1].
(4) {α1, α2, E
n2α3}n1 ∋ 0, {α2, α3, α4}n2 ∋ 0, {α3, α4, α5} ∋ 0,
G1 +G2 = [E
n2+1X3,X1], G3 +G4 = [EX4,X2].
(5) {α1, α2, E
n2α3}n1 ∋ 0, {α2, α3, α4}n2 ∋ 0, {α3, α4, α5} ∋ 0,
G1 +G2 = [E
n2+1X3,X1], G3 +G4 = [EX4,X2].
Here G1, G2 are subgroups of [E
n2+1X3,X1] defined for (α1, α2, α3, α4)n1,n2
in Proposition 4.1, and G3, G4 are similarly defined subgroups of [EX4,X2]
for (α2, α3, α4, α5)n2 . Also G2 and G3 are respectively the kernels of
En2+1α4
∗
: [En2+1X3,X1]→ [E
n2+1X4,X1],
α2∗ ◦E
n2 : [EX4,X2]→ [E
n2+1X4,X1].
Proof. The assertions for the cases (1), (2) and (3) follow from Proposi-
tion 4.6 and Proposition 4.1, respectively. Take ai ∈ αi (1 ≤ i ≤ 5). Assume
(4). Then there exist
A1 : a1◦E
n1a2 ≃ ∗, A2 : a2◦E
n2a3 ≃ ∗, A3, A
′
3 : a3◦a4 ≃ ∗, A
′
4 : a4◦a5 ≃ ∗
such that [a1, A1, E
n1a2] ◦ (E
n1a2, E˜
n1A2, E
n1+n2a3) ≃ ∗ and
[a2, A2, E
n2a3] ◦ (E
n2a3, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a4) ≃ ∗, [a3, A
′
3, a4] ◦ (a4, A
′
4, a5) ≃ ∗.
By the assumption, δ(A3, A
′
3) = γ3 + γ4 with γ3 ∈ G3 and γ4 ∈ G4. Hence
α2 ◦ E
n2γ3 = 0 and there exists γ ∈ [EX5,X3] such that α3 ◦ γ = γ4 ◦Eα5.
Take ci ∈ γi (i = 3, 4) and c ∈ γ. Then
(5.15) a2 ◦E
n2c3 ≃ ∗, a3 ◦ c ≃ c4 ◦ Ea5, d(A3, A
′
3) ≃ c3 + c4
and so [a2, A2, E
n2a3] ◦ (E
n2a3, E˜
n2(A3 ∔ c3), E
n2a4) ≃ ∗ by Corollary 2.13.
Hence (A1, A2, A3 ∔ c3)n1,n2 is admissible. It follows from Proposition 2.6,
Lemma 2.8 and (5.15) that
A3 ∔ c3 ≃ (A
′
3 ∔ d(A
′
3, A3))∔ c3
≃ A′3 ∔ (d(A
′
3, A3) + c3) ≃ A
′
3 ∔ (−c4) rel X4
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so that
[a3,A3 ∔ c3, a4] ◦ (a4, A
′
4 ∔ (−c), a5)
≃ [a3, A
′
3 ∔ (−c4), a4] ◦ (a4, A
′
4 ∔ (−c), a5)
≃ (−c4) ◦ (−Ea5) + [a3, A
′
3, a4] ◦ (a4, A
′
4, a5) + a3 ◦ (−c) ≃ ∗.
Hence (A2, A3 ∔ c3, A
′
4 ∔ (−c))n2 is admissible. This proves the assertion
when (4) holds. The same argument holds for (5). 
Proposition 5.13. (1) Suppose that (a1, a2, a3, a4;A1, A2, A3)n1,n2 is an
admissible representative of (4.1) and that a0 ∈ α0 ∈ [X0,X−1] and a5 ∈
α5 ∈ [X5,X4] are given. Then (a0 ◦ a1, a2, a3, a4; a0 ◦ A1, A2, A3)n1,n2 and
(a1, a2, a3, a4 ◦ a5;A1, A2, A3 ◦ Ca5)n1,n2 are admissible, and
α0 ◦ {a1, a2, a3, a4;A1, A2, A3}
(k)
n1,n2
⊂ {a0 ◦ a1, a2, a3, a4; a0 ◦A1, A2, A3}
(k)
n1,n2
,
{a1, a2, a3, a4;A1, A2, A3}
(k)
n1,n2
◦En1+n2+2α5
⊂ {a1, a2, a3, a4 ◦ a5;A1, A2, A3 ◦ Ca5}
(k)
n1,n2
,
α0 ◦ {a1, a2, a3, a4;A1, A2, A3;D2}
(1)
n1,n2
⊂ {a0 ◦ a1, a2, a3, a4; a0 ◦A1, A2, A3;D2}
(1)
n1,n2
,
{a1, a2, a3, a4;A1, A2, A3;D2}
(1)
n1,n2
◦En1+n2+2α5
⊂ {a1, a2, a3, a4 ◦ a5;A1, A2, A3 ◦ Ca5;D2}
(1)
n1,n2
for k = 0, 1, 2, 3 and every D2 : ia2◦[a2, A2, E
n2a3] ≃ (a2, A2, E
n2a3)◦qEn2a3 .
(2) Suppose the following data are given:
βk ∈ [E
nkYk, Yk−1] (k = 1, 2, 3), βℓ ∈ [Yℓ, Yℓ−1](ℓ = 4, 5),
β1 ◦ E
n1β2 ◦E
n1+n2β3 = 0, β3 ◦ E
n3β4 = 0, β4 ◦ β5 = 0.
If bk ∈ βk (1 ≤ k ≤ 5) and (b1 ◦ E
n1b2, b3, b4, b5;B1, B2, B3)n1+n2,n3 is ad-
missible, then (B1, b2 ◦ E˜
n2B2, B3)n1,n2+n3 is admissible and
{b1 ◦ E
n1b2, b3, b4, b5;B1, B2, B3}
(k)
n1+n2,n3
⊂ (−1)n2{b1, b2 ◦ E
n2b3, b4, b5;B1, b2 ◦ E˜
n2B2, B3}
(k)
n1,n2+n3 (k = 0, 1, 2, 3),
{b1 ◦ E
n1b2, b3, b4, b5;B1, B2, B3;D2}
(1)
n1+n2,n3
⊂ (−1)n2{b1, b2 ◦ E
n2b3, b4, b5;B1, b2 ◦ E˜
n2B2, B3;D
′
2}
(1)
n1,n2+n3 ,
where D2 : ib3 ◦ [b3, B2, E
n3b4] ≃ (b3, B2, E
n3b4) ◦ qEn3b4 and
D′2 = (b2 ∪ 1CEn2+n3Y3) ◦
(
ψn2b3
)−1
◦ E˜n2D2 ◦
(
ψn2En3b4 × 1I
)
.
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(3) Suppose the following data are given:
βk ∈ [E
nkYk, Yk−1] (k = 1, 2), βℓ ∈ [Yℓ, Yℓ−1] (ℓ = 3, 4, 5),
β1 ◦ E
n1β2 = 0, β2 ◦E
n2β3 = 0, β3 ◦ β4 ◦ β5 = 0.
If bk ∈ βk (1 ≤ k ≤ 5) and (b1, b2, b3, b4 ◦ b5;B1, B2, B3)n1,n2 is admissible,
then (B1, B2 ◦ CE
n2b4, B3)n1,n2 is admissible and
{b1, b2, b3, b4 ◦ b5;B1, B2, B3}
(k)
n1,n2
⊂ {b1, b2, b3 ◦ b4, b5;B1, B2 ◦ CE
n2b4, B3}
(k)
n1,n2
(k = 0, 1, 2, 3),
{b1, b2, b3, b4 ◦ b5;B1, B2, B3;D2}
(1)
n1,n2
⊂ {b1, b2, b3 ◦ b4, b5;B1, B2 ◦ CE
n2b4, B3;D
′′
2}
(1)
n1,n2
,
where D2 : ib2 ◦ [b2, B2, E
n2b3] ≃ (b2, B2, E
n2b3) ◦ qEn2b3 and D
′′
2 = D2 ◦
((1En2Y2 ∪ CE
n2b4)× 1I).
Proof. We give a proof of the second containment of (2). Proofs of others
are similar or easy. Let[
b1 ◦E
n1b2,K1 ◦ CE
n1+n2qEn3b4 (1b1◦En1b2 ,E˜
n1+n2D2)
, En1+n2 [b3, B2, E
n3b4]
]
◦
(
En1+n2 [b3, B2, E
n3b4], E˜
n1+n2K2, E
n1+n2(En3b4, E˜
n3B3, E
n3b5)
)
=: f
: EEn1En2EEn3Y5 → Y0
be any element of {b1 ◦ E
n1b2, b3, b4, b5;B1, B2, B3;D2}
(1)
n1+n2,n3 , where
K1 : CE
n1En2EEn3Y4 → Y0, K2 : CEE
n3Y5 → Y2
are respectively null homotopies of
[b1 ◦ E
n1b2, B1, E
n2+n3b3] ◦ (ψ
n1+n2
b3
)−1 ◦ En1+n2(b3, B2, E
n3b4),
[b3, B2, E
n3b4] ◦ (E
n3b4, E˜
n3B3, E
n3b5).
We define
K ′1 = K1 ◦ CE
n1(1En3Y4 ∧ τ(S
n2 ,S1))
: [b1, B1, E
n1(b2E
n2b3)] ◦ (ψ
n1
b2E
n2b3
)−1 ◦ En1(b2E
n2b3, b2E˜
n2B2, E
n2+n3b4)
≃ ∗,
K ′2 = b2 ◦ E˜
n2K2 ◦ C(1En3Y5 ∧ τ(S
n2 ,S
1))
: [b2E
n2b3, b2E˜
n2B2, E
n2+n3b4] ◦ (E
n2+n3b4, E˜
n2+n3B3, E
n2+n3b5) ≃ ∗.
We define an element of {b1, b2 ◦E
n2b3, b4, b5;B1, b2 ◦E˜
n2B2, B3;D
′
2}
(1)
n1,n2+n3
as follows:[
b1,K
′
1 ◦ CE
n1qEn2+n3b4 (1b1 ,E˜
n1D′2)
, En1 [b2 ◦ E
n2b3, b2 ◦ E˜
n2B2, E
n2+n3b4]
]
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◦
(
En1 [b2 ◦ E
n2b3, b2 ◦ E˜
n2B2, E
n2+n3b4], E˜
n1K ′2,
En1(En2+n3b4, E˜
n2+n3B3, E
n2+n3b5)
)
=: g : EEn1EEn2En3Y5 → Y0.
By routine calculations, we can see f = g ◦ (1En3Y5 ∧ τ(S
1,Sn2)∧1Sn1 ∧ S1) ≃
(−1)n2g. Hence
{b1 ◦E
n1b2, b3, b4, b5;B1, B2, B3;D2}
(1)
n1+n2,n3
⊂ (−1)n2{b1, b2 ◦ E
n2b3, b4, b5;B1, b2 ◦ E˜
n2B2, B3;D
′
2}
(1)
n1,n2+n3
as desired. 
6. Tertiary compositions
Suppose that (4.1) is admissible and ai ∈ αi (1 ≤ i ≤ 4). Then we define
(6.1) {a1, a2, a3, a4}
(k)
n1,n2
=
⋃
{A1, A2, A3}
(k)
n1,n2
(k = 0, 1, 2, 3)
where the union is taken over A1, A2, A3 with (a1, a2, a3, a4;A1, A2, A3)n1,n2
admissible. From (2.7), Lemma 2.9 and Lemma 2.10, it follows that (6.1)
for k = 2, 3 depends only on αi so that we denote it by {α1, α2, α3, α4}
(k)
n1,n2 .
We define
{α1, α2, α3, α4}
(ℓ)
n1,n2
=
⋃
{a1, a2, a3, a4}
(ℓ)
n1,n2
(ℓ = 0, 1),
where the union is taken over ai ∈ αi (1 ≤ i ≤ 4). The one for ℓ = 1 was
called the second derived composition in [13]. Now we obtain the following
four subsets of [En1+n2+2X4,X0]:
{α1, α2, α3, α4}
(0)
n1,n2
⊂ {α1, α2, α3, α4}
(1)
n1,n2
⊂ {α1, α2, α3, α4}
(2)
n1,n2
⊂ {α1, α2, α3, α4}
(3)
n1,n2
.
(6.2)
These are called tertiary compositions. If 0 ≤ mi ≤ ni (i = 1, 2) and
k = 0, 1, 2, 3, then, by Proposition 5.3, we have
{α1, α2, α3, α4}
(k)
n1,n2
⊂ (−1)n1−m1{α1, E
n1−m1α2, E
n1+n2−m1−m2α3, E
n1+n2−m1−m2α4}
(k)
m1,m2
.
We omit the subscripts n1, n2 when n1 = n2 = 0. For example, we abbre-
viate {α1, α2, α3, α4}
(k)
0,0 to {α1, α2, α3, α4}
(k). Note that {α1, α2, α3, α4}
(2)
is contained in the Cohen’s 4-fold Toda bracket {α1, α2, α3, α4}
C (see B.6).
It seems that, in some places of [13, §6], Oˆguchi did not distinguish
between the following three sets:
{a1, a2, a3, a4}
(1), {a1, [a2, A2, a3], (a3, A3, a4)},
{[a1, A1, a2], (a2, A2, a3),−Ea4}.
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As a consequence, his proofs of Proposition (6.12) and some other assertions
in [13] are incomplete.
We can not abbreviate {A1, A2, A3}
(k)
n1,n2 to {α1, α2, α3, α4}
(k)
n1,n2 , while
Mimura [10] took this incorrect manner for k = 3 (see Proposition 7.4
below).
By Example 5.9 and Example 5.10, we have
Example 6.1. {η3, ν
′, 8ι5, ν5}
(k)
1,1 = µ3 + Z2{η3ε4} (k = 0, 1, 2) and
{±κ7}+ Z2{4σ′σ14} ⊂ {ν7, η9, 2ι9, ν9}
(0)
1,1 = {ν7, η9, 2ι9, ν9}
(1)
1,1
= {ν7, η9, 2ι9, ν9}
(2)
1,1 ⊂ {±κ7, ±(κ7 + 2σ
′σ14)}+ Z2{4σ′σ14}.
We give a revision of [10, Proposition 2.9 (0)]. We omit details.
Proposition 6.2. If one of the three conditions
α1 = 0 and {α2, α3, α4}n2 ∋ 0,
{α1, α2, α3}n1 ∋ 0 and α4 = 0,
α2 = 0 or α3 = 0
is satisfied, then (4.1) is admissible and {α1, α2, α3, α4}
(1)
n1,n2 ∋ 0.
By Proposition 5.4, we have the following generalization of [13, (6.11)].
Proposition 6.3. If (4.1) is admissible, then
E{α1, α2, α3, α4}
(k)
n1,n2
⊂ −{Eα1, α2, α3, α4}
(k)
n1+1,n2
(k = 0, 1, 2, 3).
The following result is a revision of [13, Proposition (6.12)] and [10,
Proposition 2.12].
Proposition 6.4. With the hypotheses of Proposition 5.11, the set
{α1, α2, α3, α4}
(3)
n1,n2
◦ En1+n2+2α5 ∩ (−1)
n1+n2α1 ◦E
n1{α2, α3, α4, α5}
(3)
n2
contains
{α1,α2, α3, α4}
(0)
n1,n2
◦ En1+n2+2α5 ∩ (−1)
n1+n2α1 ◦ E
n1{α2, α3, α4, α5}
(0)
n2
⊃ {a1, a2, a3, a4;A1, A2, A3}
(1)
n1,n2
◦ En1+n2+2α5
= (−1)n1+n2α1 ◦E
n1{a2, a3, a4, a5;A2, A3, A4}
(1)
n2
,
and the following two sets are not the same in general:
{α1, α2, α3, α4}
(3)
n1,n2
◦ En1+n2+2α5, (−1)
n1+n2α1 ◦ E
n1{α2, α3, α4, α5}
(3)
n2
.
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Proof. Containments follow from (6.2) and Proposition 5.11(2). For the last
part of the assertion, consider the following sequence:
S6
2ι6←−−−− S6
06←−−−− S7
η7
←−−−− S8
058←−−−− S13
013←−−−− S14
Null quadruples (2ι6, 06, η7, 0
5
8) and (06, η7, 0
5
8, 013) are admissible. Note that
{2ι6, 06, η7, 0
5
8}
(k) ◦E2013 = {0} (k = 0, 1, 2, 3). We shall show
{06, η7, 0
5
8, 013}
(0) ∋ −2ν6σ9.
If this holds, then 2ι6 ◦ {06, η7, 0
5
8, 013}
(3) ∋ 2ι6 ◦ (−2ν6σ9) = 4ν6σ9 6= 0 by
[19, Theorem 7.3] and so the last part of the assertion follows.
In the rest of the proof, we prove the above containment.
Put A1 = ν6 ◦ π : C S
8 π→ E S8
ν6→ S6, A2 = ∗ : C S
13 → S7, and
A3 = Eσ
′ ◦ π : C S14
π
→ E S14
Eσ′
→ S8, where π are the quotient maps. Then
(∗6, η7, ∗
5
8, ∗13;A1, A2, A3) is admissible.
By definitions, we have (η7, A2, ∗
5
8) = ∗ : E S
13 → S7 ∪η7C S
8. Put B1 =
∗ : [∗6, A1, η7] ◦ (η7, A2, ∗
5
8) ≃ ∗ and take B2 : [η7, A2, ∗
5
8] ◦ (∗
5
8, A3, ∗13) ≃ ∗
arbitrarily. See the following homotopy commutative diagram:
S6
∗6←−−−− S7
[η7,A2,∗58]←−−−−−− S8 ∨ S14
(∗58,A3,∗13)←−−−−−−− E S14∥∥∥ yiη7 yq∗58 ∥∥∥
S6 ←−−−−−−
[∗6,A1,η7]
S7 ∪η7C S
8 ←−−−−−−
(η7,A2,∗58)
E S13 ←−−−−
∗14
E S14
Let G˜ : (S8 ∨ S14)× I → S7 ∪η7C S
8 be the typical homotopy for (η7, ∗
5
8;A2).
Then G˜(x, t) = x ∧ t for x ∈ S8, G˜(S14×I) = ∗, and the map
B1 ◦ Cq∗58(1∗6 ,G˜)
: C(S
8 ∨ S
14) = C S
8 ∨C S
14 → S
6
satisfies B1 ◦ Cq∗58(1∗6 ,G˜)
(C S14) = ∗ and
B1 ◦ Cq∗58(1∗6 ,G˜)
(x ∧ t) =
{
ν6(x ∧ 3t− 1) 1/3 ≤ t ≤ 2/3
∗ otherwise
(x ∈ S
8).
Hence f := [∗6, B1 ◦ Cq∗58(1∗6 ,G˜)
, [η7, A2, ∗
5
8]] ◦ ([η7, A2, ∗
5
8], B2, (∗
5
8, A3, ∗13))
which is a map from E2 S14 to S6 is given by
f(x∧ s∧ t) =
{
ν6
(
Eσ′(x ∧ 2s− 1) ∧ 2− 6t
)
1/2 ≤ s ≤ 1, 1/6 ≤ t ≤ 1/3
∗ otherwise
.
Thus f ≃ −ν6 ◦ E
2σ′ ≃ −2ν6σ9 so that {A1, A2, A3}
(0) = {−2ν6σ9} by 5.6.
This proves the desired containment. 
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By Proposition 5.11(1) and Proposition 5.13, we have the following result
which contains revisions of [13, (6.9) except (iii)] and [10, Proposition 2.9
except (0)].
Proposition 6.5. With the hypotheses of Proposition 5.13, we have
α0 ◦ {α1, α2, α3, α4}
(k)
n1,n2
⊂ {α0 ◦ α1, α2, α3, α4}
(k)
n1,n2
,
{α1, α2, α3, α4}
(k)
n1,n2
◦ En1+n2+2α5 ⊂ {α1, α2, α3, α4 ◦ α5}
(k)
n1,n2
,
{β1 ◦E
n1β2, β3, β4, β5}
(k)
n1+n2,n3 ⊂ (−1)
n2{β1, β2 ◦E
n2β3, β4, β5}
(k)
n1,n2+n3 ,
{β1, β2, β3, β4 ◦ β5}
(k)
n1,n2
⊂ {β1, β2, β3 ◦ β4, β5}
(k)
n1,n2
for k = 0, 1, 2, 3. If moreover α4 ◦ α5 = 0, then
{α1, α2, α3, α4}
(1)
n1,n2
◦En1+n2+2α5 ⊂ (−1)
n2+1
⋃
{α1, α2, E
n2λ}n1
where the union is taken over λ ∈ {α3, α4, α5} such that α2 ◦ E
n2λ = 0.
In the rest of this section, we revise [13, Proposition (6.9)(iii), Proposi-
tion (6.13)(i)] (cf. the last equality in [17]). We suppose that the following
data are given.
αi ∈ [E
niXi,Xi−1] (i = 1, 2), αi ∈ [Xi,Xi−1] (i = 3, 4, 5),
α1 ◦E
n1α2 = 0, α4 ◦ α5 = 0, ai ∈ αi (1 ≤ i ≤ 5).
(6.3)
To revise Proposition (6.9)(iii) of [13], we suppose (6.3) and
(6.4) α2 ◦ E
n2(α3 ◦ α4) = 0.
Let
(6.5) A1 : a1 ◦ E
n1a2 ≃ ∗, A2 : a2 ◦ E
n2(a3 ◦ a4) ≃ ∗, A3 : a4 ◦ a5 ≃ ∗.
Lemma 6.6. (a1, a2 ◦E
n2a3, a4, a5;A1 ◦ CE
n1+n2a3, A2, A3)n1,n2 is admis-
sible if and only if (a1, a2, a3 ◦ a4, a5;A1, A2, a3 ◦ A3)n1,n2 is admissible.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.2(4),(5). 
Lemma 6.7. If (a1, a2 ◦ E
n2a3, a4, a5;A1 ◦ CE
n1+n2a3, A2, A3)n1,n2 is ad-
missible, then
{a1, a2 ◦ E
n2a3, a4, a5;A1 ◦ CE
n1+n2a3, A2, A3; G˜}
(1)
n1,n2
= {a1, a2, a3 ◦ a4, a5;A1, A2, a3 ◦A3; G˜
′}(1)n1,n2
where G˜ and G˜′ are the typical homotopies for (a2 ◦ E
n2a3, E
n2a4;A2) and
(a2, E
n2(a3 ◦ a4);A2), respectively.
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Proof. From the definitions of typical homotopies G˜ and G˜′, the following
square is strictly commutative:(
En2X3 ∪En2a4 CE
n2X4
)
× I
G˜
−−−−→ X1 ∪a2◦En2a3 CE
n2X3
(En2a3∪1CEn2X4
)×1I
y y1X1∪CEn2a3(
En2X2 ∪En2(a3◦a4) CE
n2X4
)
× I
G˜′
−−−−→ X1 ∪a2 CE
n2X2
Hence En1(1X1 ∪CE
n2a3) ◦ E˜
n1G˜ = E˜n1G˜′ ◦
(
En1(En2a3 ∪ 1CEn2X4)× 1I
)
.
On the other hand, by Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.4, we have
[a1,A1, E
n1a2] ◦ (ψ
n1
a2
)−1 ◦En1
(
a2, A2, E
n2(a3 ◦ a4)
)
=
[
a1, A1 ◦ CE
n1+n2a3, E
n1(a2 ◦E
n2a3)
]
◦ (ψn1a2◦En2a3)
−1
◦ En1(a2 ◦ E
n2a3, A2, E
n2a4),
[a2,A2, E
n2(a3 ◦ a4)] ◦
(
En2(a3 ◦ a4), E˜
n2(a3 ◦ A3), E
n2a5
)
= [a2 ◦ E
n2a3, A2, E
n2a4] ◦ (E
n2a4, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a5).
Let B1 and B2 be any null homotopies of the above maps, respectively. Then
routine calculations show[
a1, B1 ◦ CE
n1qEn2a4 (1a1 ,E˜n1G˜)
, En1 [a2 ◦ E
n2a3, A2, E
n2a4]
]
◦
(
En1 [a2 ◦ E
n2a3, A2, E
n2a4], E˜
n1B2, E
n1(En2a4, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a5)
)
=
[
a1, B1 ◦ CE
n1qEn2(a3◦a4)(1a1 ,E˜n1 G˜′)
, En1 [a2, A2, E
n2(a3 ◦ a4)]
]
◦
(
En1 [a2, A2, E
n2(a3 ◦ a4)], E˜
n1B2,
En1(En2(a3 ◦ a4), E˜
n2(a3 ◦ A3), E
n2a5)
)
.
Therefore we obtain the assertion. 
Proposition 6.8. If (a1, a2, a3 ◦ a4, a5;A1, A2, a3 ◦ A3)n1,n2 is admissible,
then
{α1, α2 ◦ E
n2α3, α4, α5}
(0)
n1,n2
and {α1, α2, α3 ◦ α4, α5}
(0)
n1,n2
have a common element.
(6.6)
Proof. This follows from Lemma 6.6 and Lemma 6.7. 
A revision of [13, (6.9)(iii)] is
Corollary 6.9. We have (6.6) if (6.3) and (6.4) satisfy one of the following
three conditions.
(6.7) {α1, α2, E
n2(α3 ◦ α4)}n1 ∋ 0, {α2, α3 ◦ α4, α5}n2 = {0},
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(6.8)
{
{α1, α2, E
n2(α3 ◦ α4)}n1 ∋ 0, {α2, α3 ◦ α4, α5}n2 ∋ 0,
G1 +G2 = [E
n2+1X4,X1], α2 ◦E
n2 [EX5,X2] = {0},
(6.9)

{α1, α2 ◦ E
n2α3, E
n2α4}n1 ∋ 0, {α2 ◦ E
n2α3, α4, α5}n2 ∋ 0,
G′′1 +G
′′
2 = [E
n2+1X4,X1],
[En1+n2+1X3,X0] ◦E
n1+n2+1α4 = {0},
where G1, G2 and G
′′
1 , G
′′
2 are ones defined in Proposition 4.1 respectively for
(α1, α2, α3 ◦ α4, α5)n1,n2 and (α1, α2 ◦E
n2α3, α4, α5)n1,n2.
Proof. Under (6.7), there is (6.5) with (a1, a2, a3 ◦a4, a5;A1, A2, a3 ◦A3)n1,n2
admissible.
Suppose (6.8). Then there exist A1, A2 and A
′
3 : a3 ◦ a4 ◦ a5 ≃ ∗ such
that (a1, a2, a3 ◦ a4, a5;A1, A2, A
′
3)n1,n2 is admissible. We have a3 ◦ A3 ≃
A′3 ∔ d(A
′
3, a3 ◦ A3) rel X5. From (2.6) and Corollary 2.13, we have
[a2,A2, E
n2(a3 ◦ a4)] ◦
(
En2(a3 ◦ a4), E˜
n2(a3 ◦ A3), E
n2a5
)
≃ [a2, A2, E
n2(a3 ◦ a4)] ◦
(
En2(a3 ◦ a4), E˜
n2A′3, E
n2a5
)
+ a2 ◦ (−1)
n2En2d(A′3, a3 ◦ A3)
≃ ∗ (by the assumption).
Hence (a1, a2, a3 ◦ a4, a5;A1, A2, a3 ◦ A3)n1,n2 is admissible.
By the similar argument, if (6.9) holds, then there exists (6.5) such that
(a1, a2 ◦E
n2a3, a4, a5;A1 ◦CE
n1+n2a3, A2, A3)n1,n2 is admissible. This com-
pletes the proof. 
In order to revise Proposition (6.13)(i) of [13], suppose (6.3) and
(6.10) α3 ◦ α4 = 0.
Let
(6.11) A1 : a1 ◦E
n1a2 ≃ ∗, A
′
2 : a3 ◦ a4 ≃ ∗, A3 : a4 ◦ a5 ≃ ∗.
By Lemma 6.6, (a1, a2 ◦ E
n2a3, a4, a5;A1 ◦ CE
n1+n2a3, a2 ◦ E˜
n2A′2, A3)n1,n2
is admissible if and only if (a1, a2, a3 ◦ a4, a5;A1, a2 ◦ E˜
n2A′2, a3 ◦A3)n1,n2 is
admissible.
Proposition 6.10. If (a1, a2, a3 ◦ a4, a5;A1, a2 ◦ E˜
n2A′2, a3 ◦A3)n1,n2 is ad-
missible, then
[a1, A1, E
n1a2] ◦
(
En1a2, E˜
n1B2,
En1En2
(
[a3, A
′
2, a4] ◦ (a4, A3, a5)
)
◦ En1
(
1X5 ∧ τ(S
n2 ,S
1)
))
≃
[
a1, B1 ◦ CE
n1qEn2(a3◦a4)(1a1 ,E˜n1G˜′)
, En1 [a2, a2 ◦ E˜
n2A′2, E
n2(a3 ◦ a4)]
]
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◦
(
En1 [a2, a2 ◦ E˜
n2A′2, E
n2(a3 ◦ a4)], E˜
n1B2,
En1(En2(a3 ◦ a4), E˜
n2(a3 ◦ A3), E
n2a5)
)
,
where G˜′ : (En2X2∪En2(a3◦a4)CE
n2X4)× I → X1∪a2 CE
n2X2 is the typical
homotopy for (a2, E
n2(a3 ◦ a4); a2 ◦ E˜
n2A′2), and
B1 : [a1, A1, E
n1a2] ◦ (ψ
n1
a2
)−1 ◦En1(a2, a2 ◦ E˜
n2A′2, E
n2(a3 ◦ a4)) ≃ ∗,
B2 : [a2, a2 ◦ E˜
n2A′2, E
n2(a3 ◦ a4)] ◦ (E
n2(a3 ◦ a4), E˜
n2(a3 ◦ A3), E
n2a5) ≃ ∗.
Before proving this proposition, we give two corollaries which are revisions
of Proposition (6.13)(i) of [13] (cf. the last equality in [17]).
Corollary 6.11. If (a1, a2, a3 ◦a4, a5;A1, a2 ◦ E˜
n2A′2, a3 ◦A3)n1,n2 is admis-
sible, then the following two sets have a common element:
(−1)n2{a1, a2, E
n2([a3, A
′
2, a4] ◦ (a4, A3, a5))}n1 ,
{a1, a2, a3 ◦ a4, a5;A1, a2 ◦ E˜
n2A′2, a3 ◦ A3}
(0)
n1,n2
.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 6.10. 
Corollary 6.12. If (6.3) and (6.10) satisfy α2 ◦ E
n2{a3, a4, a5} ∋ 0 and
α1 ◦ E
n1 [En2+1X4,X1] = {0}, then there exists λ ∈ {α3, α4, α5} such that
α2 ◦ E
n2λ = 0 and the following three sets have a common element
(−1)n2{α1, α2, E
n2λ}n1 , {α1, α2, α3 ◦ α4, α5}
(0)
n1,n2
,
{α1, α2 ◦ E
n2α3, α4, α5}
(0)
n1,n2
.
Proof. First we show that under the assumptions there exists (6.11) such
that (a1, a2◦E
n2a3, a4, a5;A1◦CE
n1+n2a3, a2◦E˜
n2A′2, A3)n1,n2 is admissible.
By the assumption a2 ◦ E
n2{a3, a4, a5} ∋ 0, there exist A
′
2 : a3 ◦ a4 ≃ ∗
and A3 : a4 ◦ a5 ≃ ∗ such that a2 ◦E
n2
(
[a3, A
′
2, a4] ◦ (a4, A3, a5)
)
≃ ∗. Since
a2 ◦ E
n2
(
[a3, A
′
2, a4] ◦ (a4, A3, a5)
)
= a2 ◦E
n2 [a3, A
′
2, a4] ◦ E
n2(a4, A3, a5)
= a2 ◦ [E
n2a3, E˜
n2A′2, E
n2a4] ◦ (E
n2a4, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a5) ◦ (1X5 ∧ τ(S
1,Sn2))
(by 2.4)
= [a2 ◦ E
n2a3, a2 ◦ E˜
n2A′2, E
n2a4] ◦ (E
n2a4, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a5)
◦ (1X5 ∧ τ(S
1,Sn2)),
we have
(6.12) [a2 ◦E
n2a3, a2 ◦ E˜
n2A′2, E
n2a4] ◦ (E
n2a4, E˜
n2A3, E
n2a5) ≃ ∗.
Since a3 ◦ a4 ≃ ∗, we have {a1, a2, E
n2(a3 ◦ a4)}n1 ∋ 0. Hence there exist
A1 : a1 ◦ E
n1a2 ≃ ∗ and A
′′
2 : a2 ◦ E
n2(a3 ◦ a4) ≃ ∗ such that
[a1, A1, E
n1a2] ◦ (E
n1a2, E˜
n1A′′2 , E
n1En2(a3 ◦ a4)) ≃ ∗.
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By the lemmas 2.2, 2.4, 2.8 and Corollary 2.13, we have
∗ ≃ [a1, A1, E
n1a2] ◦ (E
n1a2, E˜
n1A′′2 , E
n1En2(a3 ◦ a4))
= [a1, A1, E
n1a2] ◦ (1En1X1 ∪ CE
n1+n2a3)
◦ (En1a2 ◦ E
n1+n2a3, E˜
n1A′′2, E
n1+n2a4)
= [a1, A1 ◦ CE
n1+n2a3, E
n1(a2 ◦E
n2a3)]
◦ (En1a2 ◦ E
n1+n2a3, E˜
n1A′′2, E
n1+n2a4)
≃
[
a1, A1 ◦ CE
n1+n2a3, E
n1(a2 ◦ E
n2a3)
]
◦
(
En1(a2 ◦ E
n2a3), E˜
n1(a2 ◦ E˜
n2A′2 ∔ d(a2 ◦ E˜
n2A′2, A
′′
2)), E
n1+n2a4
)
≃
[
a1, A1 ◦ CE
n1+n2a3, E
n1(a2 ◦ E
n2a3)
]
◦
(
En1(a2 ◦E
n2a3), E˜
n1(a2 ◦ E˜
n2A′2), E
n1+n2a4
)
+ a1 ◦ (−1)
n1En1d(a2 ◦ E˜
n2A′2, A
′′
2)
≃
[
a1, A1 ◦ CE
n1+n2a3, E
n1(a2 ◦ E
n2a3)
]
◦
(
En1(a2 ◦E
n2a3), E˜
n1(a2 ◦ E˜
n2A′2), E
n1+n2a4
)
(by the assumption a1 ◦ E
n1 [En2+1X4,X1] = {0}).
Hence[
a1, A1 ◦ CE
n1+n2a3, E
n1(a2 ◦ E
n2a3)
]
◦
(
En1(a2 ◦ E
n2a3), E˜
n1(a2 ◦ E˜
n2A′2), E
n1+n2a4
)
≃ ∗.
Therefore we have obtained the desired (6.11) from (6.12).
Now the assertion follows from Lemma 6.7 and Corollary 6.11. 
Proof of Proposition 6.10. Consider the following diagrams:
X0
1X0

En1X1
a1oo
En11X1

1a1
X0 E
n1X1
a1oo
X1
1X1

En2X2
1a2 D3iEn2(a3a4)

a2oo En2EX5
En2 (a3◦a˜5)oo
1X5∧τ(S
1,Sn2 )

X1 E
n2X2 ∪En2(a3◦a4) CE
n2X4
a2
oo EEn2X5
E˜n2a5
oo
where we have used abbreviations
a2 = [a2, a2 ◦ E˜
n2A′2, E
n2(a3 ◦ a4)], a3 = [a3, A
′
2, a4], a˜5 = (a4, A3, a5),
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E˜n2a5 = (E
n2(a3 ◦ a4), E˜
n2(a3 ◦ A3), E
n2a5)
and the homotopy
D3 : iEn2 (a3◦a4) ◦E
n2
(
[a3, A
′
2, a4] ◦ (a4, A3, a5)
)
≃
(
En2(a3 ◦ a4), E˜
n2(a3 ◦A3), E
n2a5
)
◦
(
1X5 ∧ τ(S
1,S
n2)
)
which is defined by
D3(x5 ∧ s ∧ s2, t)
=

A′2
(
a5(x5) ∧ (1− 2s)(1− 2t)
)
∧ s2 0 ≤ s ≤
1
2 , 0 ≤ t ≤
1
2
a5(x5) ∧ s2 ∧ (1− 2s)(2t − 1) 0 ≤ s ≤
1
2 ,
1
2 ≤ t ≤ 1
a3
(
A3(x5 ∧ (2s − 1))
)
∧ s2
1
2 ≤ s ≤ 1, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1
(x5 ∈ X5, s2 ∈ S
n2 , s, t ∈ I).
We shall prove the following three relations.
[a2, a2 ◦ E˜
n2A′2, E
n2(a3 ◦ a4)] ◦
(
En2(a3 ◦ a4), E˜
n2(a3 ◦ A3), E
n2a5
)
= a2 ◦ E
n2
(
[a3, A
′
2, a4] ◦ (a4, A3, a5)
)
◦ (1X5 ∧ τ(S
n2 ,S
1)),
(6.13)
A1 ≃ B1 ◦ CE
n1qEn2(a3◦a4)(1a1 ,E˜n1G˜′)
◦ CEn1iEn2 (a3◦a4)
(1a1 ,E˜
n11a2)
rel En1En2X2,
(6.14)
B2 ◦ C(1X5 ∧ τ(S
1,S
n2))
≃ B2 ◦ C(1X5 ∧ τ(S
1,Sn2))
(1a2 ,D3)
rel En2EX5.
(6.15)
If they hold, then the above diagram consists of null triples and the following
quasi-map is a map.(
1X0 , 1X1 , iEn2 (a3◦a4), 1X5 ∧ τ(S
1,S
n2); 1a1 , 1a2 ,D3
)
:(
a1, a2, E
n2([a3, A
′
2, a4] ◦ (a4, A3, a5));A1, B2 ◦ C(1X5 ∧ τ(S
1,S
n2))
)
n1
−→
(
a1, [a2, a2 ◦ E˜
n2A′2, E
n2(a3 ◦ a4)],
(En2(a3 ◦ a4), E˜
n2(a3 ◦ A3), E
n2a5);
B1 ◦ CE
n1qEn2(a3◦a4)(1a1 ,E˜n1G˜′)
, B2
)
n1
Hence, by Proposition 4.11, we have
[a1, A1, E
n1a2] ◦
(
En1a2, E˜
n1(B2 ◦ C(1X5 ∧ τ(S
1,S
n2))),
En1En2([a3, A
′
2, a4] ◦ (a4, A3, a5))
)
≃
[
a1, B1 ◦ CE
n1qEn2(a3◦a4)(1a1 ,E˜n1G˜′)
, En1 [a2, a2 ◦ E˜
n2A′2, E
n2(a3 ◦ a4)]
]
◦
(
En1 [a2, a2 ◦ E˜
n2A′2, E
n2(a3 ◦ a4)], E˜
n1B2,
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En1(En2(a3 ◦ a4), E˜
n2(a3 ◦ A3), E
n2a5)
)
◦ EEn1(1X5 ∧ τ(S
1,S
n2)).
Pre-composing EEn1(1X5 ∧ τ(S
n2 ,S1)) to both sides, we have the assertion
of Proposition 6.10 by Lemma 2.2(1), Lemma 2.4 and (6.13).
To complete the proof, we should prove (6.13), (6.14) and (6.15).
(6.13). This is easily obtained from Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.4.
(6.14). Since the first two squares of the above diagrams are strictly
commutative, it can be easily seen that
B1 ◦ CE
n1qEn2(a3◦a4)(1a1 ,E˜n1G˜′)
◦ CEn1iEn2 (a3◦a4)
(1a1 ,E˜
n11a2)
≃ f := B1 ◦ CE
n1qEn2(a3◦a4)(1a1 ,E˜n1G˜′)
◦ CEn1iEn2 (a3◦a4) rel E
n1En2X2.
From definitions, we have
f(x2 ∧ s2 ∧ s1 ∧ t) =

A1(x2 ∧ s2 ∧ s1, 0) 0 ≤ t ≤
1
3
A1(x2 ∧ s2 ∧ s1, 3t− 1)
1
3 ≤ t ≤
2
3
A1(x2 ∧ s2 ∧ s1, 1)
2
3 ≤ t ≤ 1
,
where x2 ∈ X2, si ∈ S
ni (i = 1, 2), t ∈ I. Hence f ≃ A1 rel E
n1En2X2.
(6.15). From definitions, the map
B2 ◦ C(1X5 ∧ τ(S
1,Sn2))
(1a2 ,D3)
: CEn2EX5 → X1
moves (x5 ∧ s ∧ s2 ∧ t) (x5 ∈ X5, s2 ∈ S
n2 , s, t ∈ I) to
a2(A
′
2(a5(x5) ∧ (1− 2s)) ∧ s2) 0 ≤ s ≤
1
2 , 0 ≤ t ≤
1
3
a2(A
′
2(a5(x5) ∧ (1− 2s)(3 − 6t)) ∧ s2) 0 ≤ s ≤
1
2 ,
1
3 ≤ t ≤
1
2
a2(A
′
2(a5(x5) ∧ (1− 2s)(6t− 3)) ∧ s2) 0 ≤ s ≤
1
2 ,
1
2 ≤ t ≤
2
3
a2(a3(A3(x5 ∧ (2s− 1))) ∧ s2)
1
2 ≤ s ≤ 1, 0 ≤ t ≤
2
3
B2(x5 ∧ s2 ∧ s ∧ (3t− 2)) 0 ≤ s ≤ 1,
2
3 ≤ t ≤ 1
.
Let B˜2 : CE
n2EX5 → X1 be defined by
B˜2(x5 ∧ s ∧ s2, t)
=
{
B2 ◦ C(1X5 ∧ τ(S
1,Sn2))(x5 ∧ s ∧ s2, 0) 0 ≤ t ≤
2
3
B2 ◦ C(1X5 ∧ τ(S
1,Sn2))(x5 ∧ s ∧ s2, 3t− 2)
2
3 ≤ t ≤ 1
=

a2(A
′
2(a5(x5) ∧ (1− 2s)) ∧ s2) 0 ≤ s ≤
1
2 , 0 ≤ t ≤
2
3
a2(a3(A3(x5 ∧ (2s− 1))) ∧ s2)
1
2 ≤ s ≤ 1, 0 ≤ t ≤
2
3
B2(x5 ∧ s2 ∧ s ∧ (3t− 2)) 0 ≤ s ≤ 1,
2
3 ≤ t ≤ 1
.
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Then, as is easily seen, B˜2 ≃ B2 ◦ C(1X5 ∧ τ(S
1,Sn2)) rel En2EX5. Let
H : CEn2EX5 × I → X1 be the map which moves (x5 ∧ s ∧ s2 ∧ t, u) to
a2(A
′
2(a5(x5) ∧ (1− 2s)) ∧ s2) (s, t) ∈ K1
a2(A
′
2(a5(x5) ∧ (u(1− 2s) + (1− u)(1− 2s)(3− 6t))) ∧ s2) (s, t) ∈ K2
a2(A
′
2(a5(x5) ∧ (u(1− 2s) + (1− u)(1− 2s)(6t− 3))) ∧ s2) (s, t) ∈ K3
a2(a3(A3(x5 ∧ (2s − 1))) ∧ s2) (s, t) ∈ K4
B2(x5 ∧ s2 ∧ s ∧ (3t− 2)) (s, t) ∈ K5
,
where x5 ∈ X5, s2 ∈ S
n2 , s, t, u ∈ I and K1 = [0,
1
2 ] × [0,
1
3 ], K2 = [0,
1
2 ]×
[13 ,
1
2 ], K3 = [0,
1
2 ] × [
1
2 ,
2
3 ], K4 = [
1
2 , 1] × [0,
2
3 ], K5 = [0, 1] × [
2
3 , 1]. Then
H : B2 ◦ C(1X5 ∧ τ(S
1,Sn2))
(1a2 ,D3)
≃ B˜2 rel E
n2EX5. Hence we have
(6.15). This completes the proof of Proposition 6.10. 
7. Secondary and tertiary compositions in SU(3)
We use results and notations of Mimura-Toda [12] for homotopy groups
of SU(3). For example, π3(SU(3)) = Z{i}, where i : S3 = SU(2) → SU(3)
is the inclusion map, π4(SU(3)) = 0, π5(SU(3)) = Z{[2ι5]}, π6(SU(3)) =
Z2{i∗ν ′}⊕Z3, π7(SU(3)) = 0, π8(SU(3)) = Z4{[2ι5]ν5}⊕Z3, π9(SU(3)) = Z3,
and π10(SU(3)) = Z2{[ν5η28 ]} ⊕ Z15.
We denote the cofibre sequence Sn+1
q2ιn← Sn ∪2ιne
n+1 i2ιn← Sn
2ιn← Sn by
(Cofib)n. Let
ηn−1
′ ∈ [Sn ∪2ιne
n+1,Sn−1] (n ≥ 4), η˜n
′ ∈ πn+2(S
n ∪2ιne
n+1) (n ≥ 3)
be an extension of ηn−1 and a coextension of ηn, respectively. It follows from
a Puppe sequence and a stable homotopy exact sequence of (Cofib)n that
the orders of groups [Sn ∪2ιne
n+1,Sn−1] and πn+2(S
n ∪2ιne
n+1) for n ≥ 4 are
4. On the other hand, if n ≥ 4, then ηn−1
′ ◦ η˜n
′ = ±En−4ν ′ of which the
order is 4 by [19, (5.4), (5.5), Lemma 5.4, Proposition 5.6]. Hence
[S
n ∪2ιne
n+1,S
n−1] = Z4{ηn−1′}, 2ηn−1′ = η2n−1 ◦ q2ιn (n ≥ 4),
πn+2(S
n ∪2ιne
n+1) = Z4{η˜n′}, 2η˜n′ = i2ιn ◦ η
2
n (n ≥ 4)
∗.
Lemma 7.1. We have
{[2ι5], 4ν5, η8} = {[2ι5]η5
′, 2η˜6
′, η8} = {[2ι5]η5
′, i2ι6 ◦ η
2
6 , η8}
which consist of a single element, and [2ι5]η5
′ ∈ Ext2ι6([2ι5]η5) and
(7.1) 2η˜6
′ ∈ Coext2ι6(∗6).
∗This holds also for n = 3.
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Proof. Since E2ν ′ = 2ν5 by [19, Lemma 5.4], we have 4ν5 = 2(η5
′ ◦ η˜6
′) =
η5
′ ◦ 2η˜6
′ and
{[2ι5], 4ν5, η8} = {[2ι5], η5
′ ◦ 2η˜6
′, η8}
⊃ {[2ι5]η5
′, 2η˜6
′, η8} = {[2ι5]η5
′, i2ι6 ◦ η
2
6, η8},
where [2ι5]η5
′ ∈ Ext2ι6([2ι5]η5) and 2η˜6
′ ∈ Coext2ι6(06) by Lemma 2.3. The
indeterminacy of {[2ι5], 4ν5, η8} is π9(SU(3)) ◦ η9 + [2ι5] ◦ π10(S
5) = 0 by
[12]. This completes the proof. 
To determine {[2ι5]η5
′, i2ι6 ◦ η
2
6, η8}, we use the following null quadruple:
(7.2) SU(3)
[2ι5]η5
←−−−− S6
2ι6←−−−− S6
06←−−−− S7
η7
←−−−− S8
Lemma 7.2. (1) {[2ι5]η5, 2ι6, 06} = {0}.
(2) {2ι6, 06, η7} ∋ 0.
(3) π8(S
6) ◦ η8 ⊂ 2ι6 ◦ π9(S
6).
(4) [2ι5]η5 = i ◦ ν
′ in π6(SU(3)).
(5) ([2ι5]η5, 2ι6, 06, η7) is admissible.
Proof. We have (1) and (2), since
{[2ι5]η5, 2ι6, 06} = Indet{[2ι5]η5, 2ι6, 06} = [2ι5]η5 ◦ π8(S
6) = {0} (by [10]),
{2ι6, 06, η7} = Indet{2ι6, 06, η7} ∋ 0.
Since η26 ◦ η8 = 4ν6 = 2ι6 ◦2ν6, we obtain (3). If we apply [12, Theorem 2.1]
for α = ι5, β = 2ι4, γ = η4, then we have [2ι5]η5 = i ◦ ν
′. Hence we obtain
(4) by [12, Theorem 4.1]. By Proposition 4.4, (1) and (2), we have (5). 
Let A1 : [2ι5]η5◦2ι6 ≃ ∗, A2 : 2ι6◦∗6 ≃ ∗, and A3 : ∗6◦η7 ≃ ∗. Then there
exists uniquely a map Âm : S
6+m → S6 for m = 2, 3 such that Am = Âm ◦π,
where π : C S6+m−1 → E S6+m−1 = S6+m is the quotient map.
Lemma 7.3. ([2ι5]η5, 2ι6, ∗6, η7;A1, A2, A3) is an admissible representative
of (7.2) if and only if the pair of homotopy classes of Â2 and Â3 is one of
(026, 0
3
6), (0
2
6, 4ν6), (η
2
6 , 2ν6) and (η
2
6 ,−2ν6). In that case, we have
{[2ι5]η5
′, i2ι6 ◦ Â2, η8} = {A1, A2, A3}
(3)
= {i ◦ ν ′, 2ι6 ∨ Â2, (Â3 ∨ η8) ◦ θS9} =
{
[ν5η
2
8 ] Â2 = η
2
6
0 Â2 = 0
2
6
.
Proof. Since π7(SU(3)) = 0 by [12], it follows from Lemma 7.2(4) that
[S6 ∪2ι6e
7,SU(3)] = Z2{[2ι5]η5′} and
(7.3) [[2ι5]η5, A1, 2ι6] ≃ [2ι5]η5
′.
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We easily have
[2ι6, A2, ∗6] = 2ι6 ∨ Â2 : S
6 ∨ S8 → S6,(7.4)
(2ι6, A2, ∗6) ≃ i2ι6 ◦ Â2.(7.5)
Also
(∗6, A3, η7) = i2 ◦ (−Eη7) + i1 ◦ Â3 ≃ i1 ◦ Â3 + i2 ◦ (−Eη7)
(since π9(S
6 ∨ S
8) is abelian)
=
(
Â3 ∨ (−Eη7)
)
◦ θS9 ≃ (Â3 ∨ η8) ◦ θS9 (since −Eη7 ≃ η8),
where i1 : S
6 → S6 ∨ S8 and i2 : S
8 → S6 ∨ S8 are the inclusion maps. Hence
(7.6) (∗6, A3, η7) ≃ (Â3 ∨ η8) ◦ θS9 .
If ([2ι5]η5, 2ι6, ∗6, η7;A1, A2, A3) is admissible, then
0 ≃ [2ι6, A2, ∗6] ◦ (∗6, A3, η7) ≃ 2Â3 + Â2 ◦ η8
by (7.4), (7.6) and Lemma 2.1 so that the pair of homotopy classes of Â2
and Â3 is one of the four pairs (0
2
6, 0
3
6), (0
2
6, 4ν6), (η
2
6 , 2ν6) and (η
2
6 ,−2ν6).
Conversely if the pair is one of the four pairs, then, as is easily seen,
([2ι5]η5, 2ι6, ∗6, η7;A1, A2, A3) is admissible.
Suppose ([2ι5]η5, 2ι6, ∗6, η7;A1, A2, A3) is admissible. We have
{A1, A2, A3}
(3) =
{[
[2ι5]η5, A1, 2ι6
]
, (2ι6, A2, ∗6) ◦ q∗6 , (∗6, A3, η7)
}
= {[2ι5]η5
′, i2ι6 ◦ Â2 ◦ q∗6 , (Â3 ∨ η8) ◦ θS9} (by (7.3), (7.5), (7.6))
⊃ {[2ι5]η5
′, i2ι6 ◦ Â2, η8} (by Proposition 1.2(ii) of [19]),
Indet{A1, A2, A3}
(3)
= [S
7 ∨ S
9,SU(3)] ◦ (EÂ3 ∨ η9) ◦ θS10 + [2ι5]η5
′ ◦ π10(S
6 ∪2ι6e
7)
= [2ι5]η5
′ ◦ π10(S
6 ∪2ι6e
7)
(since π7(SU(3)) = 0 and π9(SU(3)) = Z3 by [12])
= [2ι5]η5
′ ◦ Z2{η˜6′ ◦ η28} = 0.
Hence {A1, A2, A3}
(3) = {[2ι5]η5
′, i2ι6 ◦ Â2, η8} and they consist of a single
element. We also have
{A1, A2, A3}
(3) = {[[2ι5]η5, A1, 2ι6], i2ι6 ◦ [2ι6, A2, ∗6], (∗6, A3, η7)}
= {[2ι5]η5
′, i2ι6 ◦ (2ι6 ∨ Â2), (Â3 ∨ η8) ◦ θS9} (by (7.3), (7.4) and (7.6))
= {[2ι5]η5, 2ι6 ∨ Â2, (Â3 ∨ η8) ◦ θS9} (by [19, Proposition 1.2])
= {i ◦ ν ′, 2ι6 ∨ Â2, (Â3 ∨ η8) ◦ θS9} (by 7.2(4))
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∈ {i, ν ′ ◦ (2ι6 ∨ Â2), (Â3 ∨ η8) ◦ θS9} = {i, 2ν
′ ∨ (ν ′ ◦ Â2), (Â3 ∨ η8) ◦ θS9}
⊂ π10(SU(3)).
Let p : SU(3)→ S5 be the canonical bundle projection. Then it follows from
Proposition 1.4 of [19] that
p◦{i, 2ν ′ ∨ (ν ′◦Â2), (Â3∨η8)◦θS9} = −{p, i, 2ν
′ ∨ (ν ′◦Â2)}◦(EÂ3∨η9)◦θS10 .
Let x ∈ {0, 1} satisfy Â2 = xη
2
6 . Since 2ν
′ = η33 and ν
′η6 = η3ν4 by [19,
(5.3),(5.9)], we have
{p, i, 2ν ′ ∨xν ′η26} = {p, i, η3 ◦ (η
2
4 ∨xν4η7)} ⊃ {p, i, η3} ◦ (η
2
5 ∨xν5η8).
Let j : S3 ∪η3C S
4 → SU(3) be the inclusion map. Since i = j ◦ iη3 , it follows
from Lemma 3.2 that
{p, i, η3} ⊃ {p ◦ j, iη3 , η3} = {qη3 , iη3 , η3} ∋ ι5
so that {p, i, η3} = ι5 + Z{2ι5} and {p, i, η3} ◦ (η25 ∨xν5η8) = η25 ∨xν5η8.
Hence
p◦{i, 2ν ′ ∨ (ν ′◦Â2), (Â3∨η8)◦θS9} ∋ −(η
2
5 ∨xν5η8)◦(EÂ3∨η9)◦θS10 = xν5η
2
8 .
On the other hand, since π10(SU(3)) = Z2{[ν5η28 ]}⊕Z15{i∗α} by [12], where
α is a generator of π10(S
3) ∼= Z15, and since π10(S5) = Z2{ν5η28} by [19], we
easily see that the indeterminacy of {i, 2ν ′ ∨ (ν ′ ◦ Â2), (Â3∨η8)◦θS9} is Z15.
Therefore
{i, 2ν ′ ∨ (ν ′ ◦ Â2), (Â3 ∨ η8) ◦ θS9} = x[ν5η
2
8 ] + Z15.
Hence {i ◦ ν ′, 2ι6 ∨ Â2, (Â3 ∨ η8) ◦ θS9} = x[ν5η
2
8 ], since
4{i ◦ ν ′, 2ι6 ∨ Â2, (Â3 ∨ η8) ◦ θS9} = ψ
4 ◦ {i ◦ ν ′, 2ι6 ∨ Â2, (Â3 ∨ η8) ◦ θS9}
∈ {ψ4 ◦ i ◦ ν ′, 2ι6 ∨ Â2, (Â3 ∨ η8) ◦ θS9} = {0, 2ι6 ∨ Â2, (Â3 ∨ η8) ◦ θS9}
= {0},
where ψ4 : SU(3)→ SU(3) is the map defined by ψ4(z) = z4. 
Proposition 7.4. If ([2ι5]η5, 2ι6, ∗6, η7;A1, A2, A3) is admissible, then
{A1, A2, A3}
(k) =
{
[ν5η
2
8 ] Â2 ≃ η
2
6
0 Â2 ≃ ∗
2
6
, {[2ι5]η5, 2ι6, 06, η7}
(k) = Z2{[ν5η28 ]}
for 0 ≤ k ≤ 3.
Proof. By Proposition 5.1 and Lemma 7.3, we have the first equality. By
Corollary 4.7(1) and Lemma 7.2, every element of π8(S
6) = {0, η26} can be
the homotopy class of Â2. Hence we obtain the second equality. 
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Proposition 7.5. The Toda bracket {[2ι5]η5, 4ν5, η8} consists of a single
element [ν5η
2
8 ].
Proof. Take A1 : [2ι5] ◦ η5 ◦ 2ι6 ≃ ∗ arbitrarily. By (7.1), there exist A2 :
2ι6 ◦ ∗6 ≃ ∗ such that (2ι6, A2, ∗6) ≃ 2η˜6
′. Since 2η˜6
′ ≃ i2ι6 ◦ η
2
6, we have
Â2 ≃ η
2
6 by (7.5). By Lemma 7.2(1),(2),(3) and Corollary 4.7(1), there exists
A3 : ∗6 ◦ η7 ≃ ∗ such that ([2ι5]η5, 2ι6, ∗6, η7;A1, A2, A3) is an admissible
representative of (7.2). It follows from Lemma 7.3 that {[2ι5]η5
′, 2η˜6
′, η8} =
[ν5η
2
8 ]. Hence we obtain the assertion from Lemma 7.1. 
8. Hamanaka-Kono’s results
We use results and notations of [12] for homotopy groups of SU(4). For
example, π10(SU(4)) = Z8{[ν7]} ⊕ Z2 ⊕ Z15. Recall that Cηn = Sn ∪ηnen+2
is the mapping cone of ηn for n ≥ 2, and that i : S
3 = SU(2) → SU(3) is
the inclusion map. Let j : Cη3 → SU(3) and i3,4 : SU(3) → SU(4) be the
inclusion maps, q3 : Cη3 → S
5 and q8 : Cη8 → S
10 the quotient maps. Let
〈 , 〉 : [Cη3 ,SU(3)] × π5(SU(3)) → [Cη3 ∧ S
5,SU(3)] = [Cη8 ,SU(3)] be the
Samelson product [1].
Lemma 8.1. We have π6(SU(3)) = Z6{〈i, i〉}, π8(SU(3)) = Z12{〈i, [2ι5]〉}
and π10(SU(3)) = Z30{〈[2ι5], [2ι5]〉}.
Proof. These are easily obtained from [2, Theorem 1] and [12]. 
We shall prove the following Hamanaka-Kono’s results [4, Theorem 2.5,
Theorem 2.3] as a corollary to Proposition 7.5.
Proposition 8.2. (1) [Cη8 ,SU(3)] = Z8{15〈j, [2ι5 ]〉} ⊕ Z3{40〈j, [2ι5 ]〉} ⊕
Z15{2〈q∗3 [2ι5], [2ι5]〉}.
(2) [Cη8 ,SU(4)] = Z8{q∗8 [ν7]} ⊕ Z4{i3,4∗[2ι5]ν5 − q
∗
8[ν7]} ⊕ Z23 ⊕ Z5 and
i3,4∗ : [Cη8 ,SU(3)]→ [Cη8 ,SU(4)] is an isomorphism onto a direct summand,
where [2ι5]ν5 ∈ [Cη8 ,SU(3)] is an extension of [2ι5]ν5 with order 8.
Proof. Let Sn
iηn→ Sn ∪ηnC S
n+1 qηn→ Sn+2 be the cofibre sequence for n ≥ 2.
For simplicity, we put in = iηn and qn = qηn . By [12], we have the following
exact sequence.
(8.1) 0→ Z2{[ν5η28 ]} ⊕ Z15
q∗8−→ [Cη8 ,SU(3)]
i∗8−→ Z4{[2ι5]ν5} ⊕ Z3 → 0
By [9, (3.1),Table 1,Lemma 3.2] and [19], (8.1) splits about odd components.
So it suffices to show that (8.1) does not split about 2-primary components.
Let [2ι5]ν5 ∈ [Cη8 ,SU(3)] be an extension of [2ι5]ν5. Then 45[2ι5]ν5 is also
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an extension of [2ι5]ν5 with 8 · 45[2ι5]ν5 = 0. From now on, we take [2ι5]ν5
with 8[2ι5]ν5 = 0. We shall prove
(8.2) 4 [2ι5]ν5 = q
∗
8[ν5η
2
8 ].
If this is established, then the 2-primary part of [Cη8 ,SU(3)] is Z8{[2ι5]ν5}
and hence (1) of Proposition 8.2 is obtained from Lemma 8.1 and (8.1).
Let ψn : SU(3) → SU(3) be defined by ψn(x) = xn. We have 4 [2ι5]ν5 =
ψ4 ◦ [2ι5]ν5 ∈ {ψ
4, [2ι5]ν5, η8} ◦ q8 by [19, Proposition 1.9] and
(8.3) Indet{ψ4, [2ι5]ν5, η8} = π9(SU(3)) ◦ η9 + ψ
4 ◦ π10(SU(3)) = Z15.
Hence it suffices for (8.2) to prove {ψ4, [2ι5]ν5, η8} = [ν5η
2
8 ] + Z15. We have
{ψ4, [2ι5]ν5, η8} ⊂ {ψ
2, ψ2 ◦ [2ι5]ν5, η8} = {ψ
2, [2ι5] ◦ 2ν5, η8}
(since ψ4 = ψ2 ◦ ψ2)
⊃ {ψ2 ◦ [2ι5], 2ν5, η8} = {[2ι5] ◦ 2ι5, 2ν5, η8}
⊂ {[2ι5], 2ι5 ◦ 2ν5, η8} = {[2ι5], 4ν5, η8} = [ν5η
2
8] (by 7.5),
Indet{ψ2, [2ι5] ◦ 2ν5, η8} = π9(SU(3)) ◦ η9 + ψ
2 ◦ π10(SU(3)) = Z15.(8.4)
Hence
{ψ4, [2ι5]ν5, η8} = {ψ
2, [2ι5] ◦ 2ν5, η8} = [ν5η
2
8] + Z15
by (8.3) and (8.4). This proves (8.2) and completes the proof of (1) of
Proposition 8.2.
Next we shall prove (2) of Proposition 8.2. Let SU(3)
i3,4
−→ SU(4)
π
−→ S7
be the canonical SU(3)-bundle. By [12], we have the following commutative
diagram whose rows and columns are exact.
Z3 −−−−→ Z2{[ν5 ⊕ η7]η8}yη∗9 yη∗9
0 −−−−→ Z2{[ν5η28 ]} ⊕ Z15
i3,4
∗−−−−→ Z2{[ν5η28 ]} ⊕ Z8{[ν7]} ⊕ Z15y yq∗8 yq∗8
0 −−−−→ [Cη8 ,SU(3)]
i3,4
∗−−−−→ [Cη8 ,SU(4)]yi∗9 yi∗8 yi∗8
Z2{η27} −−−−→ Z4{[2ι5]ν5} ⊕ Z3
i3,4
∗−−−−→ Z8{[ν5 ⊕ η7]} ⊕ Z3yη∗9 yη∗8 yη∗8
Z8{ν7} ⊕ Z3 −−−−→ Z3
i3,4
∗−−−−→ Z2{[ν5 ⊕ η7]η8}
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−−−−→ Z2{η27}yη∗9
−−−−→ Z8{ν7} ⊕ Z3 −−−−→ Z3yq∗8 ∼=yq∗7
π∗−−−−→ [Cη8 ,S
7] −−−−→ Z3yi∗8 yi∗7
−−−−→ Z2{η7} −−−−→ 0
∼=
yη∗8
∼=
−−−−→ Z2{η27}
Since η∗9([ν5 ⊕ η7]η8) = [ν5η
2
8 ] ⊕ 4[ν7], we have the following commutative
diagram whose rows and columns are short exact, where 4q∗8 [ν7] = q
∗
8[ν5η
2
8].
Z2{q∗8[ν5η
2
8 ]} ⊕ Z15 −−−−→ Z8{q
∗
8 [ν7]} ⊕ Z15 −−−−→ Z4{q
∗
8ν7}y y ∥∥∥
[Cη8 ,SU(3)]
i3,4
∗−−−−→ [Cη8 ,SU(4)]
π∗−−−−→ Z4{q∗8ν7}yi∗8 yi∗8
Z4{[2ι5]ν5} ⊕ Z3
∼=
−−−−→ Z4{2[ν5 ⊕ η7]} ⊕ Z3
As seen in [9], the odd component of [Cη8 ,SU(3)] is Z15 ⊕ Z3. Hence so
is about [Cη8 ,SU(4)]. Thus it suffices to see 2-primary components. Let
[2ι5]ν5 ∈ [Cη8 ,SU(3)] be an extension of [2ι5]ν5 whose order is 8. Then the
above discussion implies that the 2-primary part of [Cη8 ,SU(4)] is equal to
Z8
{
q∗8 [ν7]
}
⊕ Z4
{
i3,4∗[2ι5]ν5 − q
∗
8 [ν7]
}
. This completes the proof of (2) of
Proposition 8.2. 
Remark 8.3. Let map∗(SU(3),SU(3)) be the space of based self maps of
SU(3). By (1) of Proposition 8.1, we can solve an ambiguity in [9, The-
orem 7.1]: π5(map∗(SU(3),SU(3)))
∼= Z8 ⊕ Z2 ⊕ Z23 ⊕ Z5. Hence we have
determined πn(map∗(SU(3),SU(3))) for n ≤ 11 [11, 9, 15].
Appendix A. A counterexample to a proposition of Oˆguchi
Consider the following null quadruple.
(A.1) S3
η3ε4
←−−−− S12
0012←−−−− S12
0012←−−−− S12
0712←−−−− S19
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Calculations show that G1 = {0} and G2 = π13(S
12) so that (A.1) satisfies
the hypotheses of Proposition (6.5)(i) of [13]. Also π14(S
3) ◦E20712 + η3ε4 ◦
π21(S
12) = Z2{2µ′σ14} by [19] and [14, (2.13)(7)]. Hence the following result
implies that {η3ε4, 0
0
12, 0
0
12, 0
7
12}
(0) and {η3ε4, 0
0
12, 0
0
12, 0
7
12}
(1) are not cosets
of Z2{2µ′σ14}. Therefore (A.1) is a counterexample to Proposition (6.5)(i)
of [13].
Example A.1. {η3ε4, ∗
0
12, ∗
0
12, ∗
7
12}
(0) = Z22{2µ
′σ14, ν
′ε6}.
Proof. Let A1 : C S
12 → S3, A2 : C S
12 → S12 and A3 : C S
19 → S12 be null
homotopies of trivial maps. Then we can write A1 = Â1◦π, A2 = Â2◦π and
A3 = Â3 ◦π
′, where Â1 : E S
12 → S3, Â2 : E S
12 → S12 and Â3 : E S
19 → S12
are maps and π : C S12 → E S12 and π′ : C S19 → E S19 are the quotient
maps.
First we show that (A1, A2, A3) is admissible if and only if Â2 ≃ ∗.
We have [∗012, A2, ∗
0
12] = ∗
0
12 ∨ Â2 and (∗
0
12, A3, ∗
7
12) ≃ i∗012 ◦ Â3. Hence
[∗012, A2, ∗
0
12] ◦ (∗
0
12, A3, ∗
7
12) ≃ ∗. We have [η3ε4, A1, ∗
0
12] = η3ε4 ∨ Â1 and
(∗012, A2, ∗
0
12) ≃ i∗012 ◦ Â2, Hence [η3ε4, A1, ∗
0
12] ◦ (∗
0
12, A2, ∗
0
12) ≃ η3ε4 ◦ Â2.
Since η3ε4∗ : π13(S
12)→ π13(S
3) is injective, we have the desired assertion.
Let (A1, A2, A3) be admissible. Take B1 : [η3ε4, A1, ∗
0
12] ◦ (∗
0
12, A2, ∗
0
12) ≃
∗ arbitrarily. Since [∗012, A2, ∗
0
12] ◦ (∗
0
12, A3, ∗
7
12) = ∗, any null homotopy
B2 : [∗
0
12, A2, ∗
0
12] ◦ (∗
0
12, A3, ∗
7
12) ≃ ∗ has a form B2 = B̂2 ◦ π for any map
B̂2 : E
2 S19 = S21 → S12. Let G˜ : (S12 ∨ S13) × I → S12 ∨ S13 be the typical
homotopy for (∗012, ∗
0
12;A2). Then
f = [η3ε4, B1 ◦ Cq∗012 (1,G˜)
, [∗012, A2, ∗
0
12]] ◦ ([∗
0
12, A2, ∗
0
12], B2, (∗
0
12, A3, ∗
7
12))
is a map from E2 S19 to S3 such that
f(x ∧ s ∧ t) =

(−Â1)(Â3(x ∧ 2s− 1) ∧ 6t− 1)
1
2 ≤ s ≤ 1,
1
6 ≤ t ≤
1
3
η3ε4B̂2(x ∧ s ∧ 2t− 1)
1
2 ≤ t ≤ 1
∗ otherwise
.
Then f ≃ (−Â1)◦EÂ3+η3ε4B̂2. This can be proved by giving a homotopy.
We omit details. Then {η3ε4, ∗
0
12, ∗
0
12, ∗
7
12;A1, A2, A3; G˜}
(1) = (−Â1)◦EÂ3+
η3ε4 ◦ π21(S
12). Therefore
{η3ε4, ∗
0
12, ∗
0
12, ∗
7
12}
(0) = π13(S
3) ◦ Eπ20(S
12) + η3ε4 ◦ π21(S
12)
= Z22{2µ
′σ14, ν
′ε6}.
This completes the proof. 
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Appendix B. Cohen’s higher Toda brackets
Definition B.1. A finitely filtered space is a space X together with subspaces
F0X = {∗} ⊂ F1X ⊂ F2X ⊂ · · · of X such that FnX = X for some n and
pairs (Fk+1X,FkX) (k ≥ 1) have homotopy extension property, that is,
cofibred pairs.
Definition B.2. Given an integer n ≥ 2 and a sequence of maps
X1
a2←−−−− X2
a3←−−−− · · ·
an←−−−− Xn,
we say that the finitely filtered space X is of type (a2, · · · , an) if and only if
FnX = X and there are homotopy equivalences gk : E
kXk+1 →
≃
Fk+1X/FkX
for 0 ≤ k ≤ n − 1 such that following diagrams are homotopy commutative
for 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1.
EEk−1Xk E
kXk
Ekak+1
←−−−−− EkXk+1
Egk−1
y ≃ygk
E
(
FkX/Fk−1X
)
←−−−−
Eq
EFkX ←−−−−
δ
Fk+1X/FkX
Here q : FkX → FkX/Fk−1X are the quotient maps and δ are connecting
maps of the cofibre sequences Fk+1X/FkX ←− Fk+1X
⊃
←− FkX (1 ≤ k ≤
n− 1). We put
jX : X1 = E
0X1
g0
−→ F1X ⊂ X,
σX : X = FnX
q
։ FnX/Fn−1X
(gn−1)−1
−→ En−1Xn,
where (gn−1)
−1 is a homotopy inverse of gn−1.
Definition B.3. Given an integer n ≥ 2 and a sequence of maps
X0
a1←−−−− X1
a2←−−−− X2
a3←−−−− · · ·
an←−−−− Xn
an+1
←−−−− Xn+1,
the (n + 1)-fold Cohen’s Toda bracket {a1, a2, · · · , an+1}
C is the set of all
θ ∈ [En−1Xn+1,X0] such that there are some space X of type (a2, . . . , an)
and maps g, h which make the following diagram homotopy commutative and
θ is the homotopy class of h ◦ g.
En−1Xn+1
g

En−1an+1
xxqqq
qq
qq
qq
q
En−1Xn XσX
oo
h

X1
jXoo
a1
yyttt
tt
tt
tt
tt
X0
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Proposition B.4. If X0
a1←− X1
a2←− X2
a3←− X3 is a null triple, then
{a1, a2, a3} ⊂ {a1, a2, a3}
C .
Proof. There is a cofibre sequence
EX1
−Ea2←−−−− EX2
q
←−−−− X1 ∪a2 CX2
ia2←−−−− X1
a2←−−−− X2
which gives the following homotopy commutative diagram:
EX1 EX1
Ea2←−−−− EX2∥∥∥ ≃y−1EX2
EX1 EX1 ←−−−−
δ
(X1 ∪a2 CX2)/X1
We construct a space X of type (a2) as follows:
X = X1 ∪a2 CX2 = F2 ⊃ F1 = X1,
g0 = 1X1 : X1 → F1, g1 = −1EX2 : EX2 → EX2 = F2/F1.
Then
jX : X1 = F1 ⊂ F2 = X, σX : X = F2
q
։ F2/F1 = EX2
−1
−→ EX2.
Take any element a1 ◦ a˜3 ∈ {a1, a2, a3}. Then we obtain the following ho-
motopy commutative diagram.
EX3
Ea3
xx
−Ea3
a˜3

X3
a3
}}⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
EX2 EX2−1
oo X
q
oo
a1

X1
a1||②②
②②
②②
②②
jXoo X2
a2oo
X0
Hence a1 ◦ a˜3 ∈ {a1, a2, a3}
C . Therefore {a1, a2, a3} ⊂ {a1, a2, a3}
C . 
Remark B.5. In some cases, {a1, a2, a3} $ {a1, a2, a3}C . For example,
(1) {2ι5, ν5η8, 2ι9} = {ν5η
2
8} $ Z2{ν5η28} = π10(S5) = {2ι5, ν5η8, 2ι9}C .
(2) Let HPn be the quaternionic projective n-space and pn : S4n+3 →
HPn the canonical projection. Then {∗13, p
1, 2E3p1}C contains 0,
while {∗13, p
1, 2E3p1} is empty, that is, the triple (013, p
1, 2E3p1) is
not a null triple.
Proof. (1) We define a space X of type (ν5η8) as follows.
X = S
5 ∨ S
10 = F2, F1 = S
5, g0 = ι5 : S
5 → S
5, g1 = −ι9 : S
9 → S
9,
jX : F1 ⊂ F2, σX : F2
q
→ F2/F1 = S
10 −ι10→ S
10 .
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The following diagram is homotopy commutative.
S10
2ι10
{{✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈
(∗∨−2ι10)◦θE S9

S10 S5 ∨ S10σX
oo
2ι5 ∨∗

S5
jXoo
2ι5{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
S5
Hence we have {2ι5, ν5η8, 2ι9}
C ∋ (2ι5 ∨ 0) ◦ (0 ∨ −2ι10) ◦ θE S9 = 0 by
Lemma 2.1. On the other hand, it follows from [19] that π10(S
5) = Z2{ν5η28},
Indet{2ι5, ν5η8, 2ι9} = 0 and {2ι5, ν4η7, 2ι8}1 ∋ ν5η
2
8 by [19, Corollary 3.7].
Therefore {2ι5, ν5η8, 2ι9} = {ν5η
2
8} which does not contain 0. Hence (1) is
proved by B.4.
(2) We can write
p1 = aν4 + bEν
′ + cα1(4) ∈ π7(S
4) = Z{ν4} ⊕ Z4{Eν ′} ⊕ Z3{α1(4)},
where a, b, c ∈ Z with |a| = |c| = 1. The space HP 2 is of type (p1):
HP 2 = S4 ∪p1C S7 = F2, F1 = S4, g0 = ι4 : S4 → S4,
g1 = −ι8 : S
8 → S8, j = jHP 2 : F1 = S
4 ⊂ F2 = HP 2,
σHP 2 = (−ι8) ◦ q : HP 2
q
→ HP 2/HP 1 = S8
−ι8→ S8 .
Recall from [7, (2.10a)] that q ◦ pn = ±nE4n−4p1 so that q ◦ (∓pn) =
−nE4n−4p1, where q : HPn → HPn/HPn−1 = S4n is the quotient map.
Then we have the following homotopy commutative diagram.
S11
2E4p1
~~⑥⑥
⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥
−2E4p1

S11
=oo
∓p2

S10
2E3p1
~~⑥⑥
⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥
S8 S8
−1
oo HP 2
q
oo
∗

S4
joo
∗13}}④④
④
④
④
④
④
④
S7
p1oo
S3
Hence we have {013, p
1, 2E3p1}C ∋ 0 ◦ (∓p2) = 0. On the other hand, since
p1 ◦ (2E3p1) = (2 + 4ab)ν24 − α1(4)α1(7) is not null homotopic, the triple
(013, p
1, 2E3p1) is not a null triple so that {013, p
1, 2E3p1} is not defined. 
Proposition B.6. If a null quadruple (4.1) with n1 = n2 = 0 has an
admissible representative (a1, a2, a3, a4;A1, A2, A3), then
{[a1, A1, a2], (a2, A2, a3),−Ea4} = {[a1, A1, a2],−(a2, A2, a3), Ea4}
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⊂ {a1, a2, a3, a4}
C ,
{a1, a2, a3, a4}
(2) ⊂
⋃
{[a1, A1, a2], (a2, A2, a3),−Ea4} ⊂ {a1, a2, a3, a4}
C ,
where the union is taken over A1, A2, A3 with (a1, a2, a3, a4;A1, A2, A3) ad-
missible.
Proof. We define a space X of type (a2, a3) as follows.
X = (X1 ∪a2 CX2) ∪−a˜3 CEX3 = F3
i′
⊃ F2 = X1 ∪a2 CX2
i
⊃ F1 = X1,
g0 = 1X1 : X1 → F1, g1 = −1EX2 : EX2 → EX2 = F2/F1,
g2 = −1E2X3 : E
2X3 → E
2X3 = F3/F2,
where a˜3 = (a2, A2, a3). Then
jX : X1 = F1 ⊂ F3 = X, σX : F3 ։ F3/F2 = E
2X3
−1
−→ E2X3.
We obtain the assertion from the following homotopy commutative diagram,
where a1 = [a1, A1, a2], a1 is an extension of a1 with respect to −a˜3, and
E˜a4 is a coextension of Ea4 with respect to −a˜3.
E2X4
E˜a4

−E2a4
E2a4
ww
EX4
Ea4
{{①①
①①
①①
①①
①
E2X3 E
2X3−1
oo X
q
oo
a1

F2
i′oo
a1||①①
①①
①①
①①
①
EX3
−a˜3oo
X0 X1a1
oo
i
OO

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